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Holland City News.
I H.TV* ^ A Ml't l
•.^ uV. V
YOL..YL— NO. 9. HOLLAND, MICIL, SATURDAY, APRIL 14, 1877. WHOLE NO. 269.
ui •.ill 1 ! ’** •• V ,
Site Tollittul 6iti| Qm.
a webklyInewspapee,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
mm mi -  mm.
OFFICE : VAN LAN DKG END’S BLOCK.
0. J. DQE3BUR9, Editor and Publisher.
TS2M3 Of 3U33C2IPTI0N:— M.00 peryearla »dun«.
JOB PRINTINO PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten linen, (nonpareil,) 75 coma
for ilrni innurtloa, unil 25 cents for ouch Mnbne-
quent Insertion for any period under three
months.
3 m. 0 M. 1 Y.
3 50 5 0(1 8 002 •* .................. 5 0" 8 00 10 003 “ ................ 8 00 10 00 17 "0
\ Column ............ ...... 1 00 17 0(1 25 00X ’’ .............. 17 00 25 00 •10 001 “ ................. 23 INI 40 00 05 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished without charge.
An 1 before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two Z I sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
*YT“ AH advertising bills collectable quarterly
ilail iloatls.
Chicago St Michigan Lake Shore B. B.
Taken Effect, Sunday, December 10, 1876.
Leave
Holland.
Arrive at
Holland.Traine.
Grand Rapids. *9.45 a. tn. I 1.15 n. m.
“ “ 12.00“ 15.15““41 “ J 9.85 p. in. 8.10 p.m.
•' “ “ “ * 4.20 p. m.
Muskegon, PentwAter
& Big Rapids. 11. 10 a. m. 5.40 a. m.
“ “ 9.80 p.m. 4.10
New Buffalo &
Chicago. | 1.05 a.m. *11.20 a. m.
“ “ f 5.10 p.m. 12 15 p.m.
“ “ • 3.05 “ “ t 9.45 “ “44 “ * 4.00
* Mixed trains.
t Daily except Sunday and Monday.
; Dully except Saturday.
I Mondays only.
All other trims dully except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time, which is 2d minutes later than Columbus
time.
- -
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern B. B.
Taken Effect, Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.
FROM GR’ND RAPIDS TO GR’ND RAPIDS.
ExprcKH. Mail. STATIONS. Express. Mail.
P. M. A. M. A- M. P. M.
4 1ft 7 3.) Grand Rapids. 10 10 7 10
4 32 7 41 tirandvllle. 9 55 0 55
5 45 8 20 Allegan. 8 45 5 45
0 1! 9 41 Otsego. 8 10 6 18
tt 19 9 19 Plalnwell 8 07 5 10
h 35 9 35 Cooper. 7 35 4 45
0 50 9 .V) Kalamazoo. 7 35 4 40
P.M. A. M. A.M. P.M.
8 30 11 30 White Pigeon. 5 50 3 05
A..M. P.M. P.M. A.M.
e.uu 0 30 Chicago. 10 40 8 50
A M. P.M. P.M. A.M.
i 40 5 00 Toledo. 11 55 8 30
A. M. r. m. P.M. A.M
7 05 9 30 Cleveland. 7 40 8 40
P. M A.M. P.M. P.M.
1 15 4 05 Buffalo. 12 10 7 55
Mich. Lake Shore Bail Boad.
Taken Effect, Monday, May 29, 1876.
Sjlaz
No. 4
Njrth.
No. 2 STATIONS.
Oolag
No. 3
South.
No. 1
p. in.
8 20
p. m.
12 15 Muskegon
p. m.
2 00
a. m.
8 00
7 45 11 45 Korrvsburg 2 30 8 50
7 40 11 40 Grand Haven 2 40 9 00
0 50 11 It Plgeon4 3 13 9 50
ft 4ft 10 35 Holland 3 5ft 11 15
5 17 10 15 Fillmore 4 12 11 45
4 0) 9 23 Allegan 6 00 1 15
business Director)!.
Attorney!.
I TOWARD. M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
II Notary Public; River street.
O HERBURNE, 9. W., Bleudon, Mich., AttorneyO at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosure of Mortgages and collections.
Office In the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
Bulks & Bros.
'T^EN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
A Agent. Office In Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,
River street.
B*karl«i.
13ES8INK,G. J. A. Proprletror ofClty Bakcrv;l Confectionary and cigars; Refreshments In
this line served on call; Eighth street.
Banking and Ixehang*.
TT-ENYON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting.
lY. Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and
River streets. *.~9
Book! tnd Stationery.
TT’ANTERS, L. T. Dealer in Books, Statlou-
IV ery, Cigars. Notions and Toys, opposite
City Drug Store, Eighth street.
Boot! and Bhoei.
TTEROLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
11 Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings, etc.;
Eighth street.
Dentin.
i i EE D. M. Dental Surgeon; residence and of*
Ur flee on Eighth Street, opposite Bakker &
Van Raalte.
Dnd and kedician.
A NNI8 A BKOEK, dealers in Drags. Medicines,
lx. Fancy Goods, Toilet Article! and Perfumer-
lea Paints and Otis, Ac., Eighth street.
TYOESBURG, J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Modi-
L/ clnes, Paints and Oils. Brushes. Ac. Phy-
sician s proscriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.
EENG8, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Dntgs, Med-
at! Iclnes, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-
fumcilea. Eighth street.
yAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medl-
V clnes, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Hero’s Family Medicines; River St.
\17ALHH HRBBR, Druggist A Pharmacist ; a full
» f suick of goodsappertalnlng to the busiueas
See advertisement.
rnrnltur*.
YfEYKB II., A CO., Dealers In all kinds of Fnr-
*U nitnre. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Cofflna,
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.
DKIDSEMA J. M., A SON. (ienoral Dealers In
IV Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-
vertisement.
Oroeerier
U'LIETSTRA. A., Grocerlef and Supplies: a
r ready market for countrv produce; a choice
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.
THE VAARWERK, G. J.. Family Supply Store;1 a choice stock <if groceries always on hand.
Blacksmith shop In rear of Store; Eighth street.
General Bealeri.
INUUKSEMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
L/ Groceries, Crockery, Glassware. Hats, Caps,
Clothing and Feed; River street.
rpK ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer In Dry Goods,
L Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and’ convey-
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
yAN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers. In Dry
> Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Fhnr, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Eardvan.
yAN DER VEEN. E., Dealer in General Hard-
v ware; cor, Eighth and River street.
yAN LANDEGENI) A MEL1S, Dealets In
v Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple-
ments; Eighth street.
Esteli.
A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor
l V First-class accommodation. Free Buss to and
fretn the Trains. Eighth street.
/NITY HOTEL. J. W. Mindeihioitt, Proprietor.
K-1 Bnilt in 187H; Furnished Inelegant style, and
a flrat-class hotel thronghont.
Livery and Sale Stables.
1JOONE A ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable.
Office and barn on Market street. Everything
first-class.
VTIBBELINK. J. If., Llverv nml Sale Stable;
i v Office of Dali? Stage Line to Sangatuck, Oth
street, near Market.
WarotiaakeM and Blacksmiths.
ryjKEMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
1/ Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repair-
ing done. River Street.
T?LIEMAN. J.. Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
I Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
pone. Cash paid for Furs.
Merchant Tallon
TYOSMAN, J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
li In ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnish-
ing Goods.
yORST, W., Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchns-
v cd elsewhere, will he cut to order. Reoairiug
promptly attended to. River street.
Beat Harketi “
pi?h
sages constantly on hand.
TT’UITE. J.. Dealer In all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
yAN HER HAAR. II., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
v and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper
and twine; 8th street.
Ifauufaetorle!, Mllli, Shopi, Etc.
TVEMING, W. H.. Mannfactnrer of Plows, By
I / Improved machinery is enable^ to sell the
regular Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower pr.ces than any surrounding town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st
TTEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of andDcalerin
1 1 Agricultnral Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines’ cor. 10th A River street.
pAUELS. VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors1 of Pluffffer Mille; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
yERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
V Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build-
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Notary Public!
pOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
I- Agent, Notary Public ami Conveyancer; Ool-
lections made In Holland and vicinity.
WALSH. H., Notary Public. Conveyancer,
 v and Insurance Agent. Office, City Drug
Store, 8th street.
Phyildaui
A NNI8. T. E., Physician; residence, opposite
S. W. cor. Public Square.
I)EST, R. H. A McK., Surgeons and Physicians.
I> Office at their residence, Overysel. Ml’ch. I)r.
McK. Best will go to East Sangatnck every other
day for the ncxfcyear, to keep himself In readiness
for professional ^ills.
T EDEBOER. B. Physician andSnrgeon: Office
MJ corner Eleventh and River street opposite
public square.
If ORRIS, 8. L., Physician and Surgeon. Office.
iU over E. Hebold’s Boot and Shoe Store,
Eighth street.
STUMTSVrn ^9to*hy8th ^fflce at D’
Photographer.
H^eryoppo U thl eott^ Photographer. Gal-
Gadllen.
yAUPELL, H.. Manufacturer of and dealer io
J . HanteM, Trunks, Saddles and Whlpa;
Eighth street.
Bivtaj Kaehlaei.
TT ANTERS, A M. Agent for Ottawa and Allc-
I\ gan Conmiw, for the “Howe Sewing Ma-
chine." Dealers In needles and attachments.
Tobaow and Olgars.
rT,K ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
1 Clgara,8nuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watch*! aid Jmlry.
©ttr glarhfts.
Produce, Eto.
Apples, p bushel ................ $ 25 30
Beans, ty bushel. .......... 1 2u
Butter, V lb ......... . .......... ^  10
Clover seed, V bushel ...... . ...... 7 .Mi
Eggs, ^  dozen ................... )i
Honey, lb ....................... ' ^ is
Hay, |t ton ...................... 8 00 ^ ..
Onions. V bushel ................ go
Potatoes, bushel ............... (fo 70
Timothy Seed, W bushel ........... gL
Wool, ^  tb..:..ri.’Av; ..........
Wood, Staves, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry .................... $ 8 no
I* . “ . ......... . ......... * 75
“ beach, dry.. ............... 2 50
“ *• green,. ............. 2 25
Hemlock Bark ......... .... ......... @5 25
Stavei, pork, white oak .............. (frio 00
Staves. Tierce, “ ......... 12 00
Heading holts, softwood ...... @3 50
Heading bolts, hardwood .................. 375
Stave bolts, softwood ..................... 2 75
Stave holts, hardwood .................... 8)0
Railroad tics, ............................... 13
3raln, Feed, Eto.
[Corrected by Hie "Ptuyger Millt.)
Wheat, white $1 bushel .......... @8145
Corn, shelled W bushel... ......... 48
Oats, $ bushel ........... I ..... ..... @ 35
Buckwheat, $ bushel ............. 00
Bran, $ ton ....................... @ io 00
Feed. 19 ton ............... ...... 22 00
“ ^100 ft. .......... ........... j 25
Bariev, $ 100 ft> ................... 1 10
Middling, 12 100 lb ...... ........... 1 25
Flonr. p 100 ft. ..................... 400
Pearl Barley, ^  100 ft) ........... ... 4 00 @ 5 00
„ Meats, Etc.
Beef, dressed per ft)., .i ............... 5 @0
P°r^ “ “ 0 @
................................. 11 ft,
Smoked Meat ......................... 12 ft
Ham ............................ 9 ftio
“ Shonldcrs ....... ............. 8 ftp
Tallow, per lb .......................... 7 ft g
Turkeys. “ ........................... 10 ftjg
Chlckeu^ dressed per lb ................ 8 @10
^peeiat Hotter.
I. 0. of 0. F.
Holland City Lodgc.No. 192. Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows' Hal I, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting others are cordlnllv Invited.
v wr . J- Kramer, N. O.
N. W. Bacon. R. 9.
...... -
F. St A. M.
A Rkoular Communication of Unity Lome.
No. 191. F. A A. M., will he held at Masonic Hall.
Holland. Mich., on Wednesday evening, April
25, at 7 o'clock, sharp.„ J. S. Burks, W. M.
O. Bueyman, See'y,
Dead Animals,
The question has been for a long time
what will you do wilh dead animals. The
undersigned whose nluce ofbusinessisnear
Metz's Tannery, will bold himself inread-
inesssto remove all dead animals at his
own expense, by simply notifying him
thereof.
Bknrard Wick.
Holland, Aug. 28, 1876. 29-ly
Without a Parallel.
We believe that the wonderful results
accomplished hy the use of "Shihoh'* Con-
sumpticn Cure" are without a parallel in
the history of Medicine. Those who dis-
believe this and Lave occasion to try it,
can be convinced wii bout expense to them-
selves. Its success is so wonderful and
sure that we sell it on a guarantee to cure
Consumption, Bronchitis, Coughs, Hoarse-
ness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup.
In these cases or any Lung trouble don’t
full to try it, it may save your life, while
it will cost you nothing if it gives you no
relief. Call at the Drug Store of J. O.
Doesburg, No. 70, 8th street and Wm. Van
Putten, River street, Holland, Mich., and
get a trial bottle 10 cents or a regular size
for 50 els. or $1, sold elsewhere by dealers
generally.
“Hackmetack” a new and delightful
Perfume sold by the above dealers.
Oranges and Lemons, cheap at
P. ife A. 8TEKETEE.
Just received a supply of Spring Styles
of Hats; new styles of Calicoes and Fancy
Goods, all of which we will sell cheap for
cash. Call at
D. BERTSCH.
•
A lot of new French letter paper, and
all kinds of Fancy Stationery received at
L. T. RANTERS.
All kinds of Garden Seeds, and in any
quantity at
P. & A. 8TEKETEE.
Soda water Fountain in prime order—
the first of the season— come and take a
drink at
L. T. RANTERS.
din
If you want to see w large and fine var-
iety of calicoes, and good prints at 6 cents
a yard, call at
P. & A. BTERETEE.
TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers. Jewelers,
*1 and dealers In Fancy Goods ; Kenyon's Block
River Street.
Worsted Dress Goods— some of the
richest patterns ever opened here at on
astonishingly low price. #
E. J. HARRIKGTON.
NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given to all persona In-
debted to Ute late firm of E. Kruisinga &
Son, that the undersigned has been ap-
pointed Ute awignee of the estate of said
firm, and that all indebtedness due Them,
must be paid to him without delay. ,
MANLY D. HOWARD*
Attifae of E Rruizknga & SpN.
Holland, March 28, 1877.
The Stevens Battery.
An ex consul general of pne of the
European powers not indifferent to the
present complications, half a dozen civil
and naval engineers, and Capt. 8. Samuels,
the yachtman, made a private visit to the
yard in Hoboken where the Stevens bat-
tery lies and crlt!c4Hy examined her. It
is understood that Capt. Samuels is con-
ducting negotiations on the part of the
New Jersey commission to effect the sale
of the battery by the legislature on the
27th of March, 1874, with seciei-sorvlce
agents fur a Europeon power; that the sum
asked for the unfinished cruft is $1,500,-
000 (the amount already expended is about
$2,000,000), «nd that at the expenditure
of $450,000 the monitor can be put in
fighting trim and placed in a European
port within sixty days.
The persons who visited the baltery
yesterday found the vessel in excellent
order, though it is four years since any
work was done on it. The iron and wood
work were constructed of first-class mater-
ials and by day labor, and the engines and
machinery are so frequently overhauled
that they are in perfect trim. Some of the
visitors were experts, and expressed sur-
prise at the excellence of the materials
used in the construction of the vessel and
the absence of deterioration in either wood
or iron work. The keel of the vessel has
not strained, and the chocks on which it
rests are sound and not indented, although
they support a dead weight of over three
thousand tons; the lines of the ship are
perfect and not a rivet-head has started;
and in the engine-room every surface liable
to tarnish or rust has been varnished,
black-leaded or covered with white lend or
tallow. Even the interior of the boilers
is covered with whiteflsh oil, which pro
veuts decay, and a thick coat of red paint
protects the hulls (she Is double-hulled)
inside and out. In a word, the craft is in
just as good a condition as when Gen. G.
B. McClellan left her in 1873, having ex-
pended in building an inner hull and con-
tinuing the construction $1,000,000. The
vessel now only requires to put her on the
water (where calculation gives her a maxi-
mum speed of 15.75 knots), and to render
her the most powerful war vessel of her
class afloat— armor and armament; on the
hull— rudder and steering-gear, Joiners’
work, hurricane deck and gunwale, boats
and apparatus ventilating pipes, turret,
water tanks, fitting-up of magazines, store-
room and officers’ quarters, etc. ; on ma-
chinery— propellers; reversing gear, lu-
bricating apparatus, feed and bilge-pump
connections, anchor-hoisting machinery,
auxiliary pumps, etc.: in boiler-room—
gauge-cocks, floor and ladders, coul chutes,
etc.; ship’s outfit generally; smoke-stacks.
As the battery now lies she is separated
by a hulk head of earth and piles from a
North river dock, which would have to be
dredged to allow her to reach the river, a?
she draws twenty-two feet of water as cal-
culated. The estimate of sixty days to put
her in a European port in fighting trim
may seem preposterous, but those who are
conducting the negotiations say that they
will he able to gain a month from the time
that it is known that a purchase will be
effected to the lime of completing the nego-
tiations, so that the real time necessary
to complete the vessel will be ninety days,
and it js claimed that ‘he material for
armor- plating her will be ready at forty-
eight hours’ notice, and that In twenty-
four hours from five hundred to one thou-
sand able mechanics can be engaged.
Should a sale be effected, the purchasers
will doubtless engage the services of Gen.
McClellan and Prof. R. II. Thurston,
consulting engineer to the New Jersey
commission, and the engines will be com-
pleted and overhauled by the firm that
constructed such of the propelling appara-
tus as Is already In the hull.
The history of the battery, begun many
years ago by the Hoboken millonouire,
John Stevens, is too well known to m ed
repetition. The craft is 401 feet “over all”
in length, 45 feet broad amidships, or over
armor 54 feet, with a depth to main deck
of 24*£ feet. The displacement is (at 22
feet draught) 6,006,02 tons. The main
deck is flush from stem to stern, and the
proposed turret would be 80 feet in diame-
ter, with 16 to 18 inch plating, with an ar-
mament of two twenty-inch, 95,U(Xtpound
guns or two rifled twelve inch guns. The
vessel would carry a crew of 250 men.—
New York World.
Holland has for ceoturies been known
as the country par excellence of tulips.
The Dutch King has offered to send 40,-
000 of these flowers to the Parish Exposi-
tion of 1878, and they have been gladly
accepted. Those fading will Ik; constant-
ly replaced by others iu blcom.
Mr (A* Holland City Newt. , '
£r. Eeynoldi and the Texnpei ance
.,,7 i Movement.
11 rs'*i'. I tf illl )•— * ) .Iti"/'-**;!
Dr. Reynolds, the temperance worker,
who has been the means of bringing about
such remarkable results in Michigan, is
expected in Holland City about the 27th
of this month, . • ./ ,v - **
He is a native of Maine, and a physi-
cian by profession. Dr. Hunoids is not
an cioqutiohisL but he stands before his
audiences a reformed drunkard, and im-
pressed them by his terrible carneslnesft
Ho was born a drunkard. '• At thlrtv six
years of age he was a drunkard nud a pau-
per, having ruu through with $30,000.
For seven days and nights, mad with delir-
ium Irtmcnt, he Walked his father’s house
a raving maniac. One dny in his office,
again trembling on the verge of madness,
knowing ifs horrors from past experience,
yet utterly powerless and helpless, he fell
on his knees and besought God’s aid to
check the terrible malady. The poor,
trembling, half-maddened wretch pleaded
with his maker. Ho arose a changed man :
lie had promised, by God’s grace, never,
to touch the intoxicating cup.
He began to work among his friends,
and, before he knew it; was committed to
the work of saving drunkards. He is the
leader of 90,000 men saved from a drunk-
ard’s doom.
The clubs organized in this movement
arc not made up of reformed drunkards
merely, nor do the rules contemplate the
admission of those who never drank; but
any one who has been in the habit of
drinking any alcoholic beverages to any
extent is eligible. * /
The organization is unsectarian, non-
politlcal, and is not a secret society. It is
a Mutual Benefit Society, composed of
those who wish to do right because it is
right.
At another time wa will give some of
the figures showing what has been accom-
plished in this State through his instru-
mentality.
Wm. A. Shield*.
Holland, April 11, 1877.
Dit. Bhyce described hfs ascent of* Mt.
Ararat at the Royal Institution in London
the oilier evening. As Cossacks would
not, from pride, net as purlers, he engaged
Kurds to carry his impediments, but was
obliged also to engage Cossacks to protect
him from his Kurds. Notwithstanding
the fact that the ascent has now been made
several times, it is still a rooted supersii-
lion in the country that the mountain is
under superhuman care— the Kurds say of
devils, the Armenians say of angels— and
that it cannot be ascended. His attend-
ants cradually fell off, and he completed
the ascent alone. When far above the
level of trees, he came upon a small piece
of wood, which he exhibited, though he
was not prepared to account for its appear-
ance at so great an elevation. Former
travellers have alluded to the volcanic
origin of the mountain. He found this to
be so, though there was no trace of a cra-
ter, no more than of the Ark, though
there is a firm belief through the district
that the Ark is still preserved in a recess.
He thinks the whole of the summit lias
been carried away by denudation. The
appearance of the mountain, rising, ns it
does, 14,500 feet above the valley level, is
very striking, and it naturally suggests
that it would be the first spot of dry land
In the district after the flood. Dr. Bryce
said he believed the people of the district
were retrogading rather than progressing.
The prince of humbuggers has been
humbugged himself at last. A facetious
Texan lately cunght a full-grown mule-car
rabbit, and, for his amusement, wrote to
Bnrnum about it, giving a glowing de-
scription of its fleetness, the difficulty of
Us capture, its habits, etc., without nam-
ing the beast. The alert showman, anxi-
ous to possess so singular an animal, of-
fered $25 for It. It was promptly ex-
pressed, the check duly sent in* return
also a free ticket to the show, with this
appreciative letter from Barnum’s agent:
“ I am anxious too see you, for you are
the only man living who ever humbugged
Barnum. The rabbit is worth here in the
market seventy-five cents each.”
At the great milk product show held at
Hamburg the best collection of cheese
came from Holland, where they turn out
many grades of cheese to meet Die tastes
of the various countries to which they ex-
port. Their cheese is scientificaUy made,
wilh a view to keeping in all climates.
The shape of the cheese generally deter-
mines its grade and quality. - Some fine
specimens came from the Russian dairy
schools, near Moscow.
*
HOLLAND CITY, MICHIGAN.
rilE NEWS CONDENSED.
•» FEDEDAL APPOINTMENTS.
John P. Hoyt, of Michigan, to be Governor
Arizona.
John H. Hammond, of HlinoU, to be Super-
intendent of Indian Affaira for the Central Su-
perin tendency. . r /
Alfred B. Lee, of Ohio, Conanl General of
the United State* at Frankfort,Germany.
G. W. Town, Register of the Land Oftice at
Evanston, Wyo. m ' ' -----
Postmasters : John R. Manville, Ran-
toul, DL ; Mr*. Eliza Seller*, Pekin, 111. ;
Clarence L Sherwood. Dowagiac, Mich. ;
Hortee M. Hamilton. Eaton Rapids, Mich.;
Henry W. Wright, Racine Wis.; Mrs. Jane
Baldwin, Council Bluff*, la. ; John H. Hanzer,
Fond do Lac. Wi*.
T. 0. Shackelford, Snrveyer of Curiom* at
Lomurille, Ky.
George W. Howe, Collector of Customs at
Cnvahoga. Ohio. () *
James W. Gilchrist, Surveyor of Cu*tom* at
Wheeling, W. Va.
Alonzo BeD, Assistant Secretary of the Inte-
rior Department.
THE LOUISIANA COMMISSION.
The commission appointed by the President
to visit New Orleans and bring abont a pacific
eolation of the political troubles in ’Louisiana,
commenced their labors on the 6th inst. Judge
Charles B. Lawrence, of lUtnois, -was elected
Chairman, and Gen. Joseph B. Hawley, of
Connecticut, secretary. The commission’ tirst
waited upon Packard, at the State House, in
New Orleans, and held an hoar’s in-
terview. Packard made a statement of
the organization, of the Legislature
with a Returning Board quorum in c«ch house,
and the canvass by that body on the day named,
in the way prescribed by the constitution, of
the votes for Governor and Lieutenant Gov-
ernor. Ho claimed that he was the legally
elected Governor of Louisiana, and expressed
himself satisfied that he could maintain himself
in the position if recognized by the President,
reinstated in possession of the court buildings,
arsenals, eto., and accorded the moral support
of the National Government The commis-
sion subseouently called upon Nicholls,
who claimed that his authority as Gov-
ernor was undisputed everywhere in the
State outside of the State House. In the
evening the Commissioners, in an unofficial
capacity, visited a large open-air mass meeting
of the friends of Nicholls, at which speeches
were delivered by prominent local white and
colored orators, including the irrepressible
Pinchback.
Joint committees of the Nicholls Legislature
called upon the commission on the 8th, and
made & detailed verbal statement of the statns
of affairs, giving the number of parishes and
officials that had acknowledged alle-
giance to the Niohol,s Government, etc.
The members of the Packard Supreme Court
next visited the commission, and laid
before them an elaborate printed brief, show-
ing their title to office under the constitution.
Then there was a visit from a delegation of
District Judges, who stated that the sentiment
of their districts was in favor of Packard.
These had no sooner withdrawn than the mem-
bers of the Nicholls Supreme Court, by invita-
tion. called upon the commission in a bodv
and had an informal consultation.
The commission, on the 9th, received a dele-
gation of New Orleans business men, headed
by Mr. Black, President of the Cotton Exchange.
The commission said to them that they had
sought Louisiana but could not find H. They
fonud two Governors, two Supreme Courts,
^ud an alleged dual Government in all depart-
ments, but, in fact, by the acknowledgment of
all parties, there was only one Legislature,
though it met in two halls. The Com-
missioners suggested that if
exception of Cornelius, had agreed to accept
*1,000,000, and William H. had agreed to a
settlement on this bams. Cornelius J., how-
ever, made a claim for *2,000,000, and his sis-
ter, Mrs. La Fitte, refused to make any settle-
ment until Cornelias J. was satisfied. ‘ Mean-
white the will has been admitted to probate ....
self-government
was acsiroa, ana tne witnurawal of the army,
it conld probably be secured in a day, should
the public opinion of the State compel its Leg-
islature to meet as one body. The delegation
was not inclined to accept the suggestion,
maintaining that Nicholls must be de-
fended as Governor to tho full extent.
A delegation from the Union Club, a Repub-
lican association, was received and beard, and
a committee from the Packard Legislature
presented statistics, records and briefs.
The commission was kept busy on the 10th
listening to the statements and arguments of
the various committees that called upon them.
First they received a delegation of colored meu,
who portrayed the hardsnips and struggles of
their race, and the necessity for protection. A
lelegation next appeared headed by ex-Gov.
Baker, who, with several others, presented
statements and opinions. ' A similar
volunteer committee followed, com-
posed of old Union men of the Btate. Six gen-
tlemen came next representing the judicial
districts of the State, and gave their opinions
concerning the allegiance in their several dis-
tricts to the Packard Government, sad the
ability of Packard to maintain himself. The
Mayor of the city and five member* of the
Council called and tendered tho courtesies of
tho city. They also presented a statement of
the financial condition of the citv, the rates of
taxation, etc. Other citizens called, singly and
in gronps, from different sections of the State,
and gave information to the com mission re-
specting the situation in their several localities,
urging their opinions on the commission.
THE EAST.
Five members of the New York Legislature
are said to have received *250,000 for their
help in passing the infamous Tweed charter,
which placed the treasury of New York citv
entirely at the merer of the Tammany thieves.
The evidence of thisbriberv is understood to
be in existence, hut its custodians, tho Harpers’
of New York city, are suppressing H, with the
purpose of negotiating for the return of the
money to the 8tata.
A most diabolical crime was perpetrated in
New York city a few days ago. Orville D.
Jewett, a junior member of tho firm of Jewett
A- Co., white lead manufacturers, went to the
office of the firin armed with a hand grenade a
phtol and a dirk, for the ostensible purpose’of
having a settlement preparatorv to Ms with-
drawal from tb( houae. Some angry
words passed between him and his uncle,
George W. Jewett, the head of the firm, and he
pulled the grenade from his pocket and threw
it on tho floor. An explosion followed. The
uncle was killed, his own legs broken, and he
received three terrible wounds in the abdomen.
He then drew the pistol and attempted to shoot
himself through tlio head, but his aim was in-
effective. Young Jewett died the same even-
ing. It is said he was crazed by liquor. Twootm '
ilishing
combination of Custom Home officials and im-
porters who have been suooesafnl in dodging
lariff duties on silk to the amount of from
*10,000,000 to *15,000,000 a year. By some
means not yet fully developed, this combina-
tion of conspirators have been able to import
and sell silks at prices below the
cost of manufacture with the duty
added, so that a home like that of A T.
Stewart A On., although operating its own
factories in France, is unable to import the
goods of its own manufacture and compete with
lhe prevailing market rates, but actually buys
these identical fabrics, which have been sold in
Europe and smuggled into New York.
The liquor-dealers of’ New York State find
themselves in a bad box very unexpectedly, and
groftt dismay and excitement are tho result. It
seems that the Board of Excise has exceeded
its powers in granting licenses to retail dealers
other than the keepers of hotels and taverns,
and, a decision to tnis effect having beep ren-
dered by the Court of Appeals, the temperance
folk are about to commence a general move-
ment against the retailers who have Urns in-
curred the penalty of the law by selling liquor
without a license.’
THE WEST*
Advices from the West report that Spotted
Tail is on his way back to the Indian agencies,
accompanied by Crazy Horse and his entire
force of 900 followers. These savages and
their hitherto implacable leader have agreed
to surrender and accept the Government’s
terms of peace. The only hostile band of any
conaeouenoe remaining is that of Sitting Bull,
consisting of not more than 300 or 400 In-
dians— a force which the troops already in the
field will probably be able to take care of.
Eight Winnebago Indians were drowned in t he
Missouri river, near Dakota City, a few days
ago. Four of them were on an island hunting,
and high water floated off their boat, and four
others who went tt> their assis-tance
were swamped in the floating ice....
A dispatch from Sioux City, Iowa, last week,
says: “Emigration to the Black Hills has
commenced In earnest, and, instead of coming
in small squads, as has been the case the
gast month, they are now arriving in train-
Reports from the West indicate that, though
some grasshoppers are hatching, not so many
hatch as were expected, and farmers are not
frightened. So says a Lincoln (Neb.) telegram.
There is stored in Chicago elevators 3,100,000
bushels of wheat ; 4,083,247 bushels of corn ;
745.902 bushels of oats ; 186,392 bushels of rye,
and 714,981 bushels of barley— making a grand
total of 8,830,767 bushels, against 6,310,671
bushels at this period last year.
THE SOUTH.
A family, supposed to be the notorious
Benders, of Labotto county, Kan., has been
arrested in Arkansas by Kansas detectives. . . .
The postoffice at Jacksonville, Fla., has been
burned — A paper mill at Augustine, Del,
was burned last week. Loss, *100,000.
The Louisiana Commission arrived at New
Orleans on the 5th inst On the samo day
Gov. Packard published an open letter to the
President, complaining of the nature of the
instructions issued to tho Commissioners, in
that they do not direct inquiry into the
question as to who is ’ the le-
gal Governor of Louisiana. He savs :
“ I am constrained to think that your Excel-
leucy is in doubt npon this point, as repeated
requests for the recognition of my Government
have not yet been responded to, and I confess
that, having received several hundred more
votes than some of the Republican Presidential
electors, I did not anticipate that my title
would thus be put in question. I earnestly
urge that the investigation by the commission
be not confined to the narrow inquiry of how
Nicholls can be sustained and’ Packard
starved to death for lack of money to
support his Government.” The Packard
Senate also adopted a series of resolutions de-
nouncing the pledges of Stanley Matthews and
Charles Foster for the withdrawal of tooops
as & corrupt and dishonorable bargain ; say
they are slow to believe President Haves is a
party to such bargain ; calling on the President
to famish tho assistance necessary to protect
against domestic violence and put down the
Nicholls insurrection, etc.
The President's order for tho withdrawal of
the troops which had been stationed in the
State House at Columbia, 8. C., since Decem-
ber last, was carried into effect on Tuesday, the
10th inst On the same day Chamberlain is-
sued a proclamation, addressed “To
the Republicans of South Caro-
lina,” withdrawing from all further
nte
self
ler jKTsons were injured by the explosion.
Lynn, Mass., has been visited by a destruc-
tive conflagration, over *150,000 worth of prop-
erty being swept away.
The Sixth National Bank, of New York, was
entered by burglars last Sunday, and robbed of
*2,500 in silver coin. . . .We learn from the New
York papers that the settlement between tho
heirs of Cornelius Vanderbilt bas again been
brought up on account of. William H. and Cor*-
uelius J. Vanderbilt. All the heirs, with the
co test for the Governorship, expressing him-
self “unwilling to prolong a struggle which can
only bring suffering to those who engage in it.”
Chamberlain also surrendered to Hampton all
the hooka, records, etc., in the executive office,
thus yielding up everything, after which he
gracefully stepped down and out, and Hampton
quietly took possession.
Very extensive revenue frauds in the manu-
facture of tobacco in North Carolina have re-
cently been discovered. Some thirty manufac-
turers in the county of Surrey, charged with
participation in these’ fraudulent transactions,
nave been indicted. The frauds discovered are
estimated by revenue agents to okceed one-
third of the total amount of internal revenue
taxes collected in that State. . . . Rather late in
the day, the Grand Jury of Caroline county,
Md., whore the notorious Bcnnctt-May duel
was fought some months ago, have been in-
structed to indict all the parties, principal and
otherwise, engaged in that affair.
WASHINGTON.
Bbcbetary Bchubz says he will be in no hurry
to make appointments in his department, but
will take Ills time, so tliat he may bo sore of
getting tho best men for the various positions.
. . . .'flie various departments are crowded with
applicants for office.... Appointments by
the President : Armsted M. Swope’,
Collector of Internal Bevenuo in tho
Seventh District of Kentucky; James H. .
MilltL of Montana, Secrotary of the Territory of
Montana ; F. C. Humphreys, Collector of <3us-
toms at Pensacola, Fla.; Edwin A. Howard, of
Michigan, Agent for the Ponca Indiana in Da-
kota: J. A Warder, United States Attorney
for the Middle District of Tennessee.
Secretary Schtjbz has promulgated an or-
der providing for the investigation and do-
termination of questions connected with ap-
pointments, removals and promotions in the
various bureaus of his department, by means
memberR0^ °* ln(lu^y» comprising three
The Secretary of the Treasury has issued the
forty-fifth call for the redemptien of 5-20 bonds
of 1865, May and November. The call is for
of wbich *9,500,000 are coupon
and *500.000 registered, the principal and in-
terest to be paid at the treasury ‘ “
tho 6th of July next, interest to
Registered bonds-*5,000, No. 7,601 to 7,764.
both inclusive.... Secretary Sherman has just
made an important decision relative to tho
course to be pursued by the Treasury
Department in tho suits against tho
persons whose names are on the bonds
given for the honest and faithful discharge
of their duties by. the revenue officials
convicted of oomplicitv in the whisky
frauds. It is announced that the policy of the
Secretary of the Treasury will be that of no
compromise with the bondsmen, whose princi-
pals have violated their trusts and subjectod
tho revenue to enormous losses in consequence
of their rascality, and that suits to recover tho
amount of these bonds will be vigorously prose-
cuted.
Clerk Adams says that thus far the roll-call
of the new House indicates a Democratic ma-
jority of about twelve. Of the 293 certificates,
285 have been received.
Secretary Sherman intends to discontinue
the office of Appraiser of Customs wherever he
•an do so without injuring the service. He has
discontinued the office at Memphis and Nor-
folk, and will very soon at Toledo, O.
President Hayes will occupy, daring tho
heated term, tho house at the Soldiers’ Homo,
in which Mr. Lincoln lived in summer during
his Prcridency. This is something quite nn-
ntmol in Washington society, and is a (prac-
tice which has not been observed since the war
days.
POLITICAL.
The Rhode Island election has resulted in
the choice of the Republican ticket by majori-
ties ranging from 600 to 2, 000.... A Washing-
ton dispatch says the “President has recently
stated to several friends that the Bristow
officials in varions parts of the country, who
were removed from office simply because they
favored Bristow and reform, will, at the
earliest convenient opportunity, bo reinstated
in their old places, or given other places equal-
ly good."
A Washington dispatch says that since
President Hayes came into office two clerks
have been kept busy at the White House,
breifing and indexing applications for and rec-
ommendations to office. Over 4,000 applica-
tions for office have been received by the Presi-
dent, exclusive of those received by members
of the Cabinet
The President, it is said, contemplates declin
ing to hear offlee-seekeers in person and to refer
them to the several departments.
GENERAL.
A glimmer of light has pierced the veil of
mystery which has surrounded tne recent
movements of New York city’s ex-Mayor. As
almost invariably happens, there’s a woman in
the case. The woman is described as middle-
aged, and not very fair to look npon. They
are living together in a retired quarter of
London.
Abe Rothhchild, of Cincinnati, the reported
murderer of Bessie Moore, at Jefferson, Texas,
has been extradited to tho Texas authorities,
and taken to the reeuc of his crime for trial
The friends. and relatives of Gen. Custer
have prepared an amendment which they pro-
pose to have attached to tho Army bill at
the extra session of Congress. This appropri-
ates *10,000 for the erection of a monument to
Custer and his associates upon the battle-field
where they fell. It is thought by them that
this would be better than to have the bodies re-
moved East
New York papers chronicle the death of Dr.
William A. Muhlenburg, the well known Episco-
pal clergyman and hymn-writer. He was the
author of “I would not live alway," and many
other popular hymns.
Till Snprenie Court of the United States has
tapped the Centennial fund in the interest of
tho national treasury, its decision being that
the Government is a preferred creditor, and
must have the *1.500,000 which the people's
representatives loaned to that enterprise before
the stockholders and other interested parties
can be allowed to dispose of the profits.
Over $500,000 worth of fresh hoof was
shipiied from New York to England dining
the month of March.
FOREIGN. 1
A school-house in the Norwegian village of
Elleugoe has been burned and sixteen chil-
dren perished — In spite of the signing of tho
protocol, military preparations are progressing
vigorously in Russia, and iu Constantinople
the Porte is doing what it can to keep pace
with the formidable operations of its enemy.
The feeling of uneasiness still prevails through-
out Europe, and the prospect of peace is re-
garded as anything but flattering.
The text of the protocol, which was signed at
London on the 31st of March, is transmitted
by cable, together with tho supplementary dec-
larations made by Count Bchonvaloff and Earl
Derby at the time of affixing their signatures.
These declarations are appended to the proto-
col, and would seem to be of greater signincanco
Ilian the instrument itsehT On the part of
Russia it is distinctly announced that any
agreement for reciprocal disarmament must be
preceded by tho conclusion of peace with Mon-
tenegro, bv the acceptance by the Porte of tho
advice of Europe to place the Turkish army on
a peace footing, and by the demonstration of a
readiness to undertake the reforms demanded.
With these nreliminaries settled, Russia will
arrange with Turkey the subject of dis-
armament, but without them, and unless n
rc])otition of the Bulgarian atrocities is pro-
vented, Russia will veto all measures looking
to the demobilization. Derby’s declaration is
equally significant of England’s traditional dis-
trust and hatred of Russia— being in effect a
notice to the world th«J, in the event of a fail-
ure to secure peace between Russia and Turkey,
England will regard the protocol as null aiid
void, and hold herself at nix
ferent policy.
We have this bulletin of news from the City
of Mexico: “The disaffection is spreading.
The oldest adherents of' Diaz denounce him,
Canales’ department Diaz has sent a Govern-
ment vessel to the Rio Grande, and demanded
the surrender of Cortina, but Canales claims
the right of possession because the old bandit
was condemned under state law.
iberty to adopt a dif-
reaiiury on and after
« _ t “derest to cease on that
“J- The following are the descriptions
of the bonds: Coupon bond#— *500. No.
46,mto 4W both inclosire! *1,(SS;
No. 132,001 1 to 141,000, both inclusive.
and tho spirit of revolt has spread throughout
the army. President Diaz is sick in bod, and
varions rumors as to tho charaoter of his dis-
ease are current. The manifesto of Lerdo
created a sensation. Tho constitutional party
are rapidly organizing. The troops of the
state of Morellos have pronounced for Lerdo.
The troops in other parts of the coun-
try are greatly discontented, and a gen-
eral outbreak may be expected any day.”....
Fiuzel A Sons^ Bristol, Eng., who ’some time
ago closed then- sugar rulinery, said to bo tho
largest in the world, have placed their affairs in
the hands of their creditors. Their liabilities
are estimated at *2,500,000.. ..A renewal of
tho Turkish atrocities in Bulgaria is threat-
• ted.
The latest advices from Mexico, via New
Orleans, represent that the reaction against
Diaz has set in in earnest, and that the whole
country will soon bo involved in another revo-
lution. . . .News comes from St Petersburg that
the Czarowitz has declared categorically
in favor of peace, and that Russia
urges Montenegro , to Make concessions....
There is a contest of Jurisdiction between
Canals, commandant at MaUmoraa, and Por-
flrio Diaz, usurping Pruddeut of Mexico, the
object in dispute being the possession of Cor-
tina, the veteran rotolutionist and cattle-thief
now a prisoner under sentence «r death in
til after the fifth day of July ; or any prairie chicken
or pinnated groure, ruffled grouse, commonly called
partridge, or pheaeant, or any wood duck, teal duck,
mallard duck, or gray duck, aave only from the flint
day of September in each year ‘to the find day of
January next following.'’ Thiabill had previously
passed the House, and goes into immediate effect.
House.— A number of petitions were submitted.
....A resolution passed fixing the hour of meeting
hereafter at 9 a. m...,The House then went Into
committee of the whole on the special order, House
bill No. 148. providing for facilitating State and
county teacher*’ institutes, making an appropria-
tion therefor, which finally passed the committee ....
The only bffis passed were: Allowing courts to
make decrees in alimony In gross ; authorising
Owasso City to raise money to build a city hall ... .
In the afternoon the Houae, in committee of the
whole, spent the entire time on a biflto provide lor
the incorporation of societies for the receiving,
loaning, and investing of money. ,
Thursday, April 5.— Senate.— Bills were
passed incorporating Tekonsha village ; compelling
voluntary assignees to give bonds for double the
iof
the next two year* ; directing that all bills against
counties must be submitted during the first three
days of sessions of Boards of Supervisors ; arrang-
ing for the government of the Ionia House of Cor-
rection ; making an appropriation for the support of
the State Public School, and providing for the con-
struction of buildings and making other Improve-
ments to that institution.
House.— The bill to provide for District Com-
missioners of Schools was defeated in the House. . . .
Mr. Hoyt, Chairman of the Railroad Committee,
read a long report, signed by a majority of the said
committee, recommending the passage of all bills
repealing special railroad charters, excepting in the
case of the Detroit and Milwaukee.... He veral bills
of a local charaoter were passed ... Most of the
afternoon session was spent In debate in committet-
of the whole on railroad matters.
Friday, April 6.— Senate.— A message was.
received from the Governor, notifying the Senate
that he had allowed thfe bill organizing the Twenty-
third Judicial district out of the Eighteenth to be-
come a law without his approval. He U opposed to
the increase of Judicial districts. The increase in
number of Judges would, in his opinion, have the
effect of lowering their standard. The State should
be re-districted, and the number of circuits should
be decreased, and at tho same time equalized with
regard to the amount of business to be
done in them. He was aware that now some Judges
were overworked, and it would be impossible to re-
district the Btete until the expiration of the terms of
office of tho present Incumbents ; bnt he thought it
would be wiser for the Legislature to take territory
from overworked Judges and add some to the dis-
tricts of those Judges who had less to do. ... A reso-
lution was adopted instructing Allen L. Bourse to
compile a manual for the next Legislature.... Thtl
Senate went into committee of the whole on the
special order appropriating for the running ex-
penses of the State Normal School Motions were
made to amend the bill cutting down the proposed
amount, $17,000 per annum, to $14,000. This bill
was finally passed.
House.— Bills amending Goldwater city charter,
organizing the Bay City Public Library, and the
Senate Joint resolution authorizing the Governor,
Auditor General, and Attorney General to examine
the State claim against the Lake Shore railroad, and
begin suit, wen- passed.... Joint resolutions were
passed extending the time of the completion of the
Marquette, Houghton and Ontonagon railroad ; di-
recting that hereafter the Secretary of Htate, Audi-
tor Gcncril, Land Commissioner, and Htate Treas-
urer shall be requested each to give a $25,000 bond,
and directing the present incumbent* to file
similar bonds within sixty days;* author-
izing the Htate Board of Auditors to dispose of cer-
tain Htate documents, session laws, etc .... A resolu-
tion limiting all speeches in the Home and in com-
mittee of the whole to five minute* was defeated . . .
The House then went Into committee of the whole
on the special order relative to the appointment of
a Board of Commissioners to revise the Tax laws,
and laws relative to conveyances. After an hour's
session the committee rose without taking any ac-
tion ..... The afternoon session was devoted ex-
clusively to committee of the whole.
Saturday, April 7.— Senate.— A resolution
limiting all speeches to be made hereafter to five
minutes, aud allowing no member to speak more
than an aggregate of ten minutes on any one sub-
ject, was passed.... A concurrent resolution to ad-
journ on the 27th Inst, wo* defeated by a vote of 16
to 8.... The remainder of the day was occupied in
committee of the whole on sundry bills.
House.— Bills were passed in the House empower-
ing Justices of the Peace in the Upper Peninsula to
dissolve writs of attachment Issued by themselves
when the County Circuit Court Commissioner is
disqualified on account of being employed on cither
side of the cose — The Honse went into committee
of the whole upon kerosene oil and the catching
of fish. After much time being thus consumed
the committee rose and the House adjourned till
Monday.
Monday, April 9.— Senate.— The seventeen
Senators present took an hour's recess to let Sen-
ator* who had arrived late on the morning train get
their breakfast. At half-past 10 they reconvened
and went into committee of the whole, in which
nothing but legal bills were considered. At the
afternoon session no bill* were passed.
House.— Fifty-three members were present at the
Wednesday. ' morning session. A lean quorum went into eow-
A gentleman from Detroit has a bill mtttecof the whole when the House so thinned out
that only about forty remained present. The emu-
the bill allowing the
_ _______ _ per diem extra pay,
Rovpnii which was passed iu the committee. Other lulls of
no Kre4t huiKirtance
THE STATE 0AP1TAL.
Lansing, April 7, 1877.
The appropriation bills progress rather
slowly. Only two of importance have
been thus far passed. Some members
whose “ spring trade ” is pressing at
home growl a vast deal about the slow-
ness of Legislative bodies, and play a
second tune to the enterprising news-
papers which find a fruitful source of
puns and sharp hits in the languid
movements of our law-making
bodv. ‘“Slower than molasses,’ it
used to read,” says the Lowell
Journal, “bnt now they say, ‘Slower
than our Legislature.’ ” Even the Chi-
cago papers are going for ns, the last hit
from that quarter being a oomparison
with the Illinois Legislature. With all
this sharpshooting from outside, the
House and Senate seem not at all con-
cerned as a body, but keep right on at-
tending to business and making long
speeches at the expense of the State. A
rule was adopted yesterday confining
speeches to live minutes each, but the
regulation will not be enforced.
The intention of the present Legisla-
ture is to do good work, and so far no
bill with even the smell of corruption
upon it has passed either house. If
members are willing to stay long enough
to thoroughly consider all bills before
them and act intelligently thereon, in-
stead of rushing through poorly drawn
and impracticable laws, the people will
certainly have no reason to complain,
the members themselves being the only
sufferers from the long session, as the
per diem is too miserly to tempt any
man who has business elsewhere to de-
sire a continuance of the session.
During the discussion of the Normal
School appropriation in the Senate,
Tuesday, the question arose as to whether
that school had any right to include in
its course any except the common En-
glish branches. In answering this ques-
tion the decision of the Supreme Court
in the case of Kalamazoo Union School
District vs. Stuart was cited to show tliat
the term common-school course might
include all branches necessary to lit
pupils for the State University. The
bill finally passed with little opposition.
During the early part of the week the
House spent considerable time in de-
ciding whether there should be any
change in the Sehool.law as regards the
general supervision of district schools,
examination of teachers, etc. Quite a
strong effort was made to revive the
county superintendency system, but the
effort failed, and the law will remain
without change for two years to come.
The House has passed a bill providing
for holding of teachers’ institutes in all
the counties of the State, under the su-
pervision of the State Superintendent or
some person whom he may appoint. The
sum of $1,800 yearly is appropriated from
the State treasury for this purpose, aud
the balance of expense will be paid by a
fee from each teacher attending, or re-
ceiving a qualification for teaching iu
the common schools.
The Senate has passed a bill making
it legal for horsemen’s associations to
offer premiums on speed trials of horses.
The present law makes this a crime, but,
it is needless to say that the law is -prac-
tically a “ dead letter. M
A number of bills amending the Game
laws were unceremoniously slaughtered ’
TVawI twy a/1 n it
ateut autLn pages long for tho orgaoia- , ^  .L"
ation of mutual benefit loan associations, uppor rruiimiia member* $> 
corre-
which he has been lobbying for
weeks past, but, so far as your
spondent can learn, with very poor suc-
cesa. The bill would enable a few per-
sons to organize themselves into a sort of
savings bank and receive deposits, which
they could loan to others, or to one of
their own directors or stockholders, for
aught that anything in the bill would
prevent, with very slight security
to the depositors. It is generally
thought that the depositors in regularly-
organized savings banks under the laws
of this State are quite too poorly pro-
tested, ns the aggregate securities are
not one-fourth the amount of deposits,
yet this uew-fangled co-operative insti-
tution, it seems to me, would be several
steps farther from safety. The Banking
laws should be made more stringent
rather than more lax.
The House Committee on Railroads
are.“ still harping” on those “charters,”
and are bound if possible to have them
repealed. They (the majority of the
committee) take the ground that no Leg-
islature could grant a charter which a sub-
senuent Legislature could not repeal,
and claim that the intereris of the State
demand the repeal of the Michigan Cen-
tral and Michigan Soutnern charters.
Prominent members in both houses dif-
fer in opinion from this committee, and it
is difficult to predict the final termina-
tion of the interesting contest.
were considered ____ In the
afternoon there wo* a better attendance, and the
House again went into committee of th- whole.
No bills passed.
THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
Beeves ............ ................ 8 75 (3.12 25
Hogs ............................... 6 75
Cotton .................... ...... 11
6 %
ll.V
Flour— .Superfine Western — .... 6 25 6 75
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ........ .... 1 37 1 39
Corn— Western Mixed ............. 54 55*
Oats — Western Mixed ......... .... 40 50
Rye— Western ................. Kl
Pork— New Mess ..................15 00 15 25
Lari>— Steam ..................... 9X 10
Legislative Proceedings.
Tuesday, April 3.— The attendance of mem-
ber* in both bonnes was very slim, the sessions brief,
and there was scarcely any business transacted in
either house.
Wednesday, April 4. —Senate.—A bill passed,
by a vote of 19 to 1, providing tliat giving premiums
by agricultural societies for runnings and trotting of
hornet at fairs and other meeting! shall not be con-
sidered illegal.... The Benatc then went into
committee of the whole on the special or-
der, being tho Ionia House of Correction bill....
At the afternoon session the entire time was occu-
pied on the Burleigh Game bill, and it was defeated,
and the following House bill pMsed In ite stead:
“ That no person or persons shall pursue or hunt or
kill any wild elk, wild buck, doe, or fawn, save-only
in the Upper Peninsula, save nnly from the first day
of August, and in the Lower Peninauls from the
fifteenth day of September to the fifteenth day 6t
December in each year ; or kill or destroy, by anvi
means whatever, or attempt to take or destroy, any
wild turkey at any time during the year, except
in the months of October, November, and
December in each year; or kill or
destroy, by any means whatever, any woodcock un-
CHICAGO.
Beeves— Clioicc Graded Steers ...... 6 40
Choice Natives ........ .... 4 78
Cows and Heifers ......... 2 50
Good Seoond-clasa Steers.. 3 90
Medium to Fair ........... 4 40
Hoos— Live ........................ 4 50
Fi/OUU— Fancy White Winter ...... 7 50
Good to Choice Spring Ex., fl 00
Wheat— No. 2 Hprlng ............... 1 32
No. 3 Hpring .............. J 22
Corn— No. 2 ........................
Oath-No. 2 ............... .... .....
Rye— No. 2 .............. K....‘ .....
Baulky— No. 2 .............
Butter— Creamery .........
Eoos— Fresh* .................... (1’
Pork— Mess ........................ 14
Lard ..... . ............... . .......
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No. . ...................... J
No.2 ........... 1
Corn— No. 2 ........................ ^
Oath— No. 2 .....................
Rye .................. .........
B*E“,-N0'a ..... niLOCih.'
Wheat— No. 2 Bed F^l ............ 1 60
Corn— Western Mixed ............. 40
Oats— No. 2....... .................. *
Ryk ........ . ...................... “
Pork-Moss ....................... I4 ^
Lard .............................. "
Hogs .............................. 4
...... ........... cincinnatV.
..... ........................ ..
Corn .......... . .................
Oats .............................
Ryk ................ ....... .......
Pork— Mess ...... . ................. 14 00
Lard ............... ..... . .....
TOLEDO.
Wheat— Extra.... ............
Amber .................... I 65
Corn .............................. 45
Oats— No. 2 ....................
DETROIT.
Flour— Medium ....... . .....
Whkat— White. .... ........... 1 66
Corn— No. 2. ....................... 44
OATS-Mixed.
Bn.. .....
Pore-Mom. . — — • p£
Hoos-Torker* ..........
Philadelphia* ...... ....... 5 d)
Cattlk— Best ......
Medium..
Bhkkf .....
(3 5 fiO
5 25
4 00
4 25
4 60
5 65
6 25
6 25
i:*4*
1 26
42
34
72
.. 58 61
.. 31 83
14 15
..14 00 14 25
9*
(3 1 55
1 41J*'
45
84
.. 70 71
74 •
(§ 1 61
, . 40 42
... 36 38
69
14 75
,.. 9 9*
r> 25
6 00
... 1 60 0 1 68
... 42 45
40
76
, ;.i 14 25[ iok
0 1 76
 1 1 68
. .  45 47*
... 35 38
... « 50 07OOi
... 50
-45
... 39 41
... 75 80
...14 60 24 75 v
PA. .,1/
. . . 5 10 @580
... 70 6 90
. . . 5 25 5 75
. . . 5 75 5 15
. 400 5 75
WILLIAM M. TWEED.
A Thrilling History of His Escape and
Flight -Carious Methods by which He
Eluded Pursuit — A Bargain in Prison, a
Mysterious Sign, an Organized Band of
Protectors and JYeedbm.
Harper' 8 Weekly publishes an illus-
trated article describing the flight and
William M. Tweed. Followingexile of ______________ _
nre the chief points of the story:
The approaching trial of the great
$6,000,06o suit against Tweed threatened
a demand upon nis cash resources for
fees which he plainly saw he should fail
His remto answer. aining possessions
were not available to raise ready money;
and credit, especially with lawyers, was
out of the question. His monpy gone,
his courage broke down also, ana he re-
solved on flight as a remedy for his bank-
ruptcyandhis hopeless imprisonment.
Having lost the great Judges and law-
yers of the courts he had created and
controlled, he found himself forced to
fall back upon their clients, his fellow-
prisoners in jail. Tweed’s messmate in
Ludlow Street Jail was Charley Law-
rence, the silk smuggler, whose extradi-
tion led to the abrogation of the treaty
with England. From him Tweed learned
all the necessary details of the existing
treaties and laws on the subject, and,
having concluded upon flight, he re-
vived to reach Spain, os the most expe-
dient shelter, in view of the absence of
any extradition treaty with that country.
Another of the inmates of the Ludlow
street prison was a person of many pro-
fessional aliases, who has since been
lodged in a penitentiary in Vermont. He
is best known by the name of “Bliss,”
and was the engineer of the extraordi-
nary Northampton bank robbery. He
was also “professionally” engaged
in the famous Washington safe bur-
glary. This person lodged on the
upper floor, and had approached Tweed
with a proposal to avail himself of the
nu of the irremovt on grating of his win-
dow, which was on the ground floor, and
which would enable mem both to es-
cape, the whole matter to be managed
from the outside by associates of Bliss.
The proposition had at first been laughed
at by Tweed, but meeting his “profes-
sional” neighbor daily in the court-yard
of the jail, where they took exercise, the
subject was more definitely discussed,
and, outside friends of the professional
being called in, Tweed was pursuaded of
the • practicability of a plan which they
presented, and for the execution of
which he agreed to pay a stipulated
sum. No member of the bar, nor his
counsel, nor any friend or person what-
ever of his previous connections knew of
.his proposed flight, or had any part in
its execution. Neither did they* know
of his whereabouts at any time until it
had become necessary for him to com-
municate with them after his arrest in
Cuba by the Spanish officials. Tweed
understood that he was to be taken in
charge by a well-organized body of men,
distributed throughout the country, hav-
examination, until his attention was at-
tracted by a noise of wheels, and he saw
a common tradesman’s wagon, such as is
used by grocers and express drivers.
He saw also a man’s arm reach out from
a cover, which was the sign that it was
for him. As he descended the stoop he
also saw a man passing slowly, which
caused him to hesitate, but this person
said in a low tone, “ All right Get in
the wagon. ” So he scrambled into the
covered wagon, which drove quickly
around the block into Madison avenue,
but, as they got there, a car having run
off the track, some mounted police and
passengers stood in the way, and the
fugitive was stopped for two or three
minutes. The wagon soon started again,
and drove zig-zag across the city
toward the North river, which was
soon reached, and beside a big
truck on the pier they stopped. The
driver said, “ Get out on the nver side.”
Tweed got out, seeing that the truck cov-
V \ ----- - Aa n a a. V. — S ? X
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ered him from observation as he alight-
ed. A man stood near the truck also,
who indicated that Tweed was to descend
into a row-boat, in which he quickly em-
Jersev bbarked and crossed to the y side.
There he was met by another vehicle in
waiting for him on tne shore road, when
he was driven off into the region beyond
the river and palisades, in a direction
and to a termination where he had never
been before, and could not now ascertain
or indicate. At an old farm-house
Tweed was received by another of liis
new-found friends, and in this refuge,
disguised, he continued from Deo. 4
until the first week in March, always un-
der control of the two men who had
managed his escape and contracted
for his . safety. He did imt„ __ __ __ plicitly
what they directed, and they held him
in hand like trainers. He slept, he rose,
he walked, he rode, ate and drank only
as they instructed him, and it may be
remarked here that thin discipline and
relation was mainteined until he closed
his engagement with them satisfactorily
in Florida. On March 6, Tweed left
J ersey City and took up his temprrary
abode on Staten island, about half a mile
from Fort Wadsworth^ at the Narrows,
in a fisherman’s hut, with his two com-
panions. Here the party staid two
weeks, making preparations. Mr. Tweed
not only lived at this shad man’s hut for
two weeks, but even made a visit across
the channel and stopped a night in
Brooklyn.
During his stay on Staten island, a
light ana fast- sailing little schooner was
fitted out, and manned by himself and
two companions, with a negro boy. He
started at last from a pier in front of the
fort in a row-boat in the night, and
slipped away upon a pleasant breeze.
In dmue course, and without anything
noticeable, they reached the lagoons
the coast of Florida. At one of
on
the
fcig every facility, their connections and
method being thoroughly
well-established.
w . tested and
He was furnished
with a short key for telegraphic com-
munication, and one for postal facility.
The latter included a system of inclos-
ures through five different envelopes,
with addresses at removed points. He
was to find occasion to visit his house
laud deliver himself over secretly and un-
attended at his own door. The execu-
tion of the agreement included his land-
ing in Spain or under the Spanish flag,
and on Spanish territory, safely and
secretly. He was given the name of
J ohn Seoor, by which he was to be biown
to his new connections, and his personal
identity and his own name were to be
concealed from all persons without ex-
ception from the moment he passed out.
of his own stoop.
The exact minute of departure was
fixed at 8 o’clock in the evening, not
more than one minute before or one
minute after that hour. The time of his
flight was left undetermined, but he was
to visit his house on certain days. A
sign was to be given by a certain mark
upon the stoop, which he would see as
he ascended the steps. Accordingly
Tweed took occasion to obtain from the
Sheriff and his keepers the usual
“ privilege of the jail yard ” to visit his
family and transact some business.
Several such visits having been made to
his house at the usual hour after dark,
he secretly made some preparation of
personal matters, and, putting his busi-
ness affaire in as good order as possible,
finally reached the 4th of Deoember,
1875, which proved the occasion of his
departure. On the evening of that day
he was driven in the customary hack, at-
tended by two keepers, to his house.
Ascending the stoop, he saw the sign.
It was about half-past 7 o’clock, and a
dreary December evening. The signal
at once aroused him with a startling
shock, and (as he describes the occur-
rence) his blood and his nerves were
filled with an electrical excitement which
thrilled every fiber of his frame. Con-
trolling himself with some effort, he led
his attendants to their wonted and wel-
come feast, which on this occasion was
amply provided in the dining-room.
The keepers ate, and Tweed took
care also that they drank. At just
the^ right moment, one of the
keepers rose and went to a wash-basin
in the room to wash his hands and
get ready for the usual cigar after din-
ner. Tweed took the opportunity, rose
also, and, saying he would wash in
lighthouse stations they made a definite1 fIV _ _ V 1 __ T_ ? _ _.1 *1 • i V
the
an inv
tion of health and the recreations of
fishing and hunting. Here he parted
with his guides from New York, closing
his contract with them at that place.
Here Tweed was joined by a person
who is known as Himt in the reports of
his subsequent arrest. This man was a
Florida guide, and with him Tweed
spent a long time in the interior, camp-
ing out, hunting and fishing. Subse-
quently he returned to St. Augustine,
which place he left in a fishing-smack
Plainness in Fashion. — The tide o
ladies’ fashion abroad has turned in fa-
vor of excessive plainness in dress.
Materials are still to be rich, but the
make is to be severely simple. Short
mantles instead of long, and no more
gorgeously fanciful embroidery. All
ornament is to be reserved for the bon-
nets, which are to be massive structures,
rainbow-hued and a perfect parterre of
flowers.
Hosibry.— Hosiery for general wear is
shown inallfashionableoolors, presenting
the most part one shade throughout, the
the only ornamentation being silk clocks
on either side, which, though Sometimes
in self-color, are generally worked in
contrast, such as deep blue, red, or yel-
low on brown ; the same on gray, etc. ;
the varieties here being of course too
great for special enumeration. Pale
colors are also relieved by contrasting
clocks, and black hoisery is enlivened in
a similar way. All the above styles find
representation in cottons of different
qualities, Lisle thread, mixtures of
Lisle thread and silk, and pure silk ; and
for children are repeated with scarce any
variation.
Micbosoopic Head-Coverings. — The
new bonnets, says the New York Trib-
une, are the tiniest things imaginable
for a full-grown head, and they are evi-
dently made to suit the human face di-
vine, provided the possessor can be mode
to divine the intentions of the milliner or
designer. One shape has a soft, limp
crown with close fronts filled in with a
full ruche of crepe Ime, lace, raveled
a puffed border of gros-grain
silk. The Normandy, with high silk
silk, or
crown, is another juvenile shape. These
two shapes will probably attain
popularity. The “ Mother Goose ” _
nets of last year are abandoned; one
could not be expected always to look
funny, as those grotesque bonnets de-
manded. A new shape is a modification
of the picturesque Devonshire. It has
a high, square crown. The fronts are
rather close and drooping. The Devon-
shire of last year reappears with a
broader crown, less conical, and narrower
brim. Still another bonnet has capote
sides, but the brim projects above the
forehead to admit of face trimming aid
the crown at the back gradually slopes
downward and ends in a small cepe.
Ladies’ Shoes, —There are few changes
in the styles of ladies’ shoes. Each year
brings into more general use comfortable,
broad shoes that have full, wide soles
with extension edges; these prevent
crowding, and leave the foot in its natu-
ral symmetrical proportions. Buttoned
boots of French kid are preferred for
dressy walking shoes, and also for the
house. For heavier walking boots the
Curacoa straight goat-skin is made up in
the style just described for kid boots.
Very serviceable boots are also made of
the India strai
black color
ght goat, with its deep
d high polish. Boots
_ of serge are very little
worn, but many ladies like laced boots
made entirely 
ke
of heavy English serge with “foxings”
for Cuba, and he end his companion,
Hunt, landed ten miles outside the har-
bor of Santiago de Cuba.
The remainder of the story is devoted
's adventures into an account of Tweed’s _________ __
Cuba, his subsequent sailing for Spain,
the arrest at Vigo and return to the
United States.
atboining room, he passed into the hall,
closing the door as he 16ft the room. Hes _____ __
quickly took the first hat and coat, and
slipped out the front door. He was a
fugitive. H6 saw the hack before the
door without a driver, who took advan-
tage oi the occasion in the kitchen. Not
a person or sound appeared to respond
to his appointment. It was not quite
one minute past 8. He had stolen forth
from his home to place himself in the
hands and guidance of a picketed gang
of desperadoes. As he shrank back un-
der the shadow of the stoop, it seemed
to hin
A Romance of Real Life.
Some thirty-odd years ago a young
man and young girl in Sweden united
their lives in matrimony and soon after
migrated to America. Here four chil-
dren were bom to them and the father
and mother were “gathered home.”
The children were provided with homes,
but the boys were dissatisfied with their
quarters and vanished beffween two
days. This was the year before Sumter
was fired upon. One lad went to Min-
nesota, and the other went South. \Vhen
the war commenced each became a sol-
dier-one in a Minnesota regiment, the
other in the Confederate army. In one
of the fierce battles that took place the
two brothers met and recognized each
other. The meeting was brief, but long
5
enough for them to immediately pledge
that when the war was over they would
unite and not again separate. This they
’in Eastdid and settled in tla  Des Moines,
where both are now residents, and one
of them is a candidate for office, to be
elected or defeated next Monday. This
sounds considerably like a blood-and-
thunder ndvel in one column, but it’s all
true. — Des Moines Register.
Wales’ Finances.
Some of the English papers are urging
that the income of the Prince of Wales
should be increased by an addition of
£30,000, or $150,000 a year. His debts
amount to $750,000, and it is thought
that it would be more profitable to the
nation to pay them than to have him go
into comparative retirement for the pur-
pose of doing so. Sir W. Knollys, his
treasurer, states that his personal ex-
penses are very small, and that no gen-
tleman of social position spends so little
for pocket money. He has not only to
keep up costly establishments, but. to
maintain an expensive position as leader
ffis ‘of society. His income is not equal to
that of a number of his friends* When
asked lately if the report of his intend-
ing to visit Australia***q — was true, the ----- -- wm uo
Prince replied that he hoped so, because granted to Cuban insurgents or desert-
lia rrrnnflTT ilnainul tr. fK r. A ___ 1 /.ortfiircul 41. ^ 1-1 -f IF-— 1 ___he greatly desired to see that region, and
also because he would get a free passage
there and back, and reduce his home
expenditure.
A person elected a constable in North
- --------- — — ~r, .. — — - Carolina has been fined $20 under a State
m a long period of doubt and self- statute for refusing to serve.
of kid. In the summer low shoes will
be worn for the street and house. Misses’
and children’s shoes are made with low
heels and broad soles, giving the foot its
natural shape and position; for very
small children heels are abandoned al-
together.
A Little op Everythwg.— Chenille
remains in vogue. The Breton is the
coming costume. Parasolettes (little par-
asols) of every deseription are in use this
spring. .Comfortable, broad-soled, low-
heeled shoes grow in favor every season.
New French dresses have blouse waists
and pointed girdles. The new evening
dresses are made in the Princesse shape.
Steel with gold and steel with silver
are used as hat ornaments. Tunics are
elegantly embroidered in sprays of ©oral
and leaves. Light-tinted smoked pearl
buttons are used on both light and dark
dresses. Deep organ flute pleats appear
in the back of some of the new basque
patterns. Princesse tunics, with plaited
skirts, for misses’ wear, are represented
in foreign journals. Colored percale
bands, covered with colored Hamburg
embroidery, are shown for trimming fine
percale and Scotch ginghams. The trim-
ming for white rnuslm dresses is Fay-
ftrte will undoubtedly give his attention
early to this subject, and will take such
measures as will leave no opportunity
for the Spanish Government to miiwn
derstand just what the policy of the
President in this respect is to be.—
“ ---- -- J “ AO
Washington Cor. Chicago Tribune.
War In Europe and Trade in America.
Europe still agitates the great donbt
whether the peace will be preserved by
the protocol just simied; and the burden
of opinion certainly is that it will not.
It will be remembered that even the
speculation that the protocol would op-
erate peacefully was based upon the
theory that Turkey would be well in-
clined toward its pmposes. If Turkey
did not regard favorably the assumption
of the protocol that she would disarm; if
she did not favor now the reforms she so
fiercely opposed last January; if she did
not make peace with Montenegro— in any
of these contingencies Russia would not
demobilize her army; and, if she did not
demobilize, the protocol would become
mere waste paper. But now comes the
news of the view taken in Turkey of the
protocol. The Ottoman statesmen re-
gard its assumptions and pretenses as an
infringement upon the dignity of their
Government. They intend to reply and
protest; and this does not euoouroge the
prospect of peace, which, indeed, was
never brilliant In fact, the probability
of war deepens with the energy of the
endeavors to make peace, because the
elements of the situation are irreconcil-
able. With the early summer will be
seen a drain toward Europe from this
country of all the supplies needed by
nations at war. Already the Turks have
drawn heavily on our shops for arms
and ammunition, and the Russian armies
are in great part armed with guns of
American manufacture. But the waste
of war will give the tide of regular sup-
plies an enormous force. The demand
for breads tuffs, preserved meat, whisky,
clothing, as well as the regular supply
of ammunition, will fill the pockets of
our farmers with money and set our mills
and workshops in motion.— iVeu; York
Herald.
Barnum Sold.
The prince of humbuggers has been
humbugged himself at last. A facetious
Texan lately caught a full-grown mule-
ear rabbit, and, for his amusement, wrote
to Barnum about it, giving a glowing
description of its fleetness/the difficulty
of its capture, its habits, etc., without
naming the beast. The alert showman,
anxious to possess so singular an animal,
offered $25 for it. It was promptly ex-
pressed, the check duly sent in return,
also a free ticket to the show, with this
appreciative letter from Bamum’s agent:
“I am anxious to see you, for you are
the only man living who ever humbuggei
Barnum. The rabbit is worth here in
the markets 75 cents each.”
Dr. A Johnson, one of the most suc-
oewful practitkmera of his time, invented what
w now called JoKnxm'* Anodyne Liniment. The
make the name of Johnson not lessfavorabiv.
if less widely, known than that of Louis
Napoleon.
The public are hereby assured thjsogh
the colmuns of this paper that -Parsons’ Pur-
Qattw PiUf, contain no injurious principle, but
that they mav be administered to children and
the most weak and shattererd constitutions, in
small doses, with great certainty of suooesp.
Medical success in which every poor,
rafferins; man, woman and child throughout
land is deoi'the l is eply interest^^Collirw^^lUifl
Plaster. Theyare without price, almost, since
they cost but 25 cents, and always care.
Asthma.— It is useless to describe the
tortures of spasmodic asthma. Those who have
Buffered from its diwlroBHinp paroxysms know
what it la. Jonas Whtoomb’s Rzvxdy has never
failed to afford immediate relief.
Rheumatism cured at once by Durang’s
Bheumatio Remedy. Bend for droular to Hel-
phenstme A Bentley, Waahington, D. 0.
A positive cure for rheumatism— Du-
rang’s Rheumatic Remedy. Bond for circular
to Helphenstine A Bentley, Washington, D. 0.
Durano’s Rheumatic Remedy never
fails to cure rheumatism. Bold by all druggists.
Skk adv’t headed 1  Down with high prices. '
Burnett’s Extracts
For cooking purposes.
Burnett’s Extracts
‘Pre-eminttUfy toMnor."
—Parker Uoum, Boston.
Burnett’s Extracts
LEMON, VANILLA, ROSE,
LMOND, NECTARINE, CELERY, 11
ORANQE, PEACH, NUTMEG,
CINNAMON, CLOVES, GINGER.
Burnett’s Extracts
“ThobtMiHtto *ortd:,
-lath Av. Hotel, If. T.
Burnett’s Extracts
“CW excluiirrljf for mam.'"
-Continental Hotel. PUU.
Burnett’s Extracts
TTte superiority qf thae Extracts consists in
and •ol^ whjeh enter hltp the composition ol
many of the IhcUtious fruit lUvors now in the
market. They are not only true to their names,
but are prewtrsd from fruit* of tUo boat quality,
and are so highly concentrated that a compara-
tively small quantity only need l># used.
“ Hy their Works Ye Shall Know Them.*'
The Irishman who thought the druggist
stingy because the emetic nas ho small is only
surpassed in his parsimonious drollery by those
who persistently adhere to the use of those
nauseating, disgustingly largo and drastic pills,
while Dr. Pieroe's Pleasant Purgative Pellets,
which are sugar-coated, and little larger than
mustard seeds, will, by their steady and gentle
all other pills, and are relied on^fully bytho
people, and often used as a preventive of the
various affections of the stomach, liver, and
bowels, so prevalent in that climate. Pierce’s
Pocket Memorandum Books are given away at
drug-stores.
Smyrna, Aroostook Co., Maine, Nov. 0, 1870.
R. V. Pierce, M. D. : ,.*j
Dkab Bib— I write to inform vou that I have
need your Pellets for some time, and find them
to be the best medicine that I ever used, I have
also used yonr Favorite Prescription in my
familv with entire satisfaction. I have seen
your People’s Common Sense Medical Adviser,
and I think it is the best thing that I have over
seen. Yours truly, C. Sherman.
Byzantine ______ ____
rank very high; they are extremely fine
and quite expensive, as the ground-work
is also in mosaic. Lockets ore . not as
much worn as formerly, young girls
avoiding anything about the throat
When used, the locket is generally at-
tached to a gold collar, in place of the
black velvet ribbon so long used.
A Card lor Rational Headers.
Irrational people always reject good advice,
and in nothing is their folly more frequently
the rational, and it is the exercise of this qual-
ity which we would suggest to them. Protect
by bracing the physique, regulating the stomach,
bowels and liver, and banishing despondency,
with thepurest and most efficient of botanic in vig-
orants, Hostetler's Stomach Bitters. That these
effects follow its use, and that it prevents as
well as annihilates intermittent ana
Cuba— The Question of Intervention.
Cuban affairs are likely to demand the
attention of President Hayes at an early
day. During Gen. Grant’s term the at-
tention of the Spanish Government was
often called to the bmtal expedients
often resorted to by the Spaniards in
their attempts to suppress the insurrec-
tion in Cuba, and in letters of instruction
to our Ministers to Spain, and in other
disposition of theState documents, the __ r ______ _ ^
United States Government to insist that
the war should be conducted in accord-
ance with the usages of civilized nations
was repeatedly asserted. The promin-
ence of domestic political questions dur-
ing the last year has prevented public
attention from being drawn to the pro-
gress of the Cuban war, but the pubhoa-
tion here of a proclamation issuefi by
Gen. Martinez Y. Campos, Commander-
in-Chief of the Spanish force, dated at
Santa Clara, Cnba, March 23, in which
he announces that no quarter ill be
’v. .
era captured after the 1st of May, has
aroused new interest on the subject. It
has caused a repetition of the question
in prominent circles, what is to be the
policy of the United States Government
toward Spain, and especially what atti-
tude will the adminetration assume in re-
gard to the Cuban war?
'mmm
------- ------- — . w..\. remittent
fevers, are facts established by indispitahle evi-
dence. To enjoy the twin blessings of “a
sound mind and a sound body” in all their
plenitude, try a course of this sterling medi-
cine.
Good Measure Is the Watchword
of honest trade. When you buy Dooley’s Yeast
Powdeb, for sale by all grocers, you get per-
fectly full weight, just as marked on the cans,
and beside that an article made of the very
best and purest material so that the strength
can always be trusted.
Important.
When you visit or leave New York stop at the
— a tt„4., ----- Grln(j centnjGrand Union Hotel opposite C
depot 850 elegantly furnished rooms. Best
-- ^ # — — o mmJ -*••*•*«** vwa a v/v/aaao*
restaurant in the city ; prices moderate,
gage taken to and from said depot :*
and stages pass the hotel for an puis
free.
of thedty.
Going Back to Specie Prices.
rest and
-- — - ------- /, — .vwui^vt price to
$3 per day for aU rooms above the parlor floor,
except parlors and rooms with baths.
After an experience of over twenty-
„ ny leading physicians acknowl-
edge that the Qraefenberg MarshalTs Uterine
five yean, ma
Calhoticon is the only known certain remedy
for diseases to which women are subject The
by all druggists. Bend for almanacs. Graefen-
berg Go., New York, ___
For ten cento we will send a scientific
book of one hundred and sixty choice selections
from the poetical works of Byron, Moore and
Burns ; also, fift
other writings.
true to nature and th _________ _____ ^
mood A Co., 915 Race St, Philadelphia, Pa.
^Facts for Wwho^ave been dosed,
nervous ' sufferers. Infwm ^  ^
ands to those out of health.
mm BURKETT ft 00., BOSTON,
pROFBirrom.
DONOT Purch* >any article untilyou have ournew Catalogue,t Great reduction, ,rmMT _ in prices. Free
to any address.
MONTGOMERY WARD ft CO.,
Original Grange Supply ITovuM
227 A 229 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO.
LOWEST PRICES. THi
B«id for Pwnphlit of tb Eolisblo Bulingtoa Road.
Atdreii, Usd Ccnxiriicror.B. t E 1 :
III**. BUXUHGTM, IOWA.
IN The united staTEo
%^
svsitifsm
isssxsssm
r(WR°LA*syuUR address
I—. «nri m oo- ^  '
Mothers Who Have Unoahteni Thai Have
Weak Lung*,
Should »rro»t th* dlaeu* when It ia in th* iaoipirat
Ufa*. It talndleatad bysbaoking oouch.patnalntb*
cheot, dlfflcult, of breathing, or *ppr*utoa of tb* lung*.
If thta be permitted to run on, tubercle* wtli form, end
CotuumpUon will be the reoalL A rao*t valuable ram-
ed, will be found to Allen'* Lung Balsam to our* and
check this dis*«M In li* first stag* ,
For sal* bjr all Medlclns Dealer*.
'IT BJblLIvri AX HXGIiX.”
Frank Leslie’s Historical Begister
CENTENNIAL "EXHIBITION
fed
Centennial
engra*
IB PER
II M times the 1<MV of the build
CENT.NET
for th* none/ lender. In-
terest paid semi annually
first year In ad vane*. Security 4 to 10
* b* loan in land alon*. exclusive
_ _ * ings. (Present cash rain* by
•worn appraisers.) No tormunent safer. No payment*
more promptly met. Best of references given. Seed
•temp for pert Ionian. D. H. B. JOHNKTON,
Negotiator of Mortgage Loans. St. Paul. Mictmota.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE TO
GOL THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
WILUAMH.SE WARD
One Volume, 822 Pages. Price, $4.25.
Sold by Subscription Only,
For further particulars, address
D. APPLETON 4 CO, Pul*. 649 h 681 Bromhrty, N.Y.
A tkAK. AOKNT8 WANTED$2,500 i our <*iCtU^ranr^iSfi1*"
t50 distinct BOOKS,
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, April 14,1877.
TrouMi that Xada thi Rev. Dr. Xamei
Ludlow, of New York, Reilfi hie
Pastorate.
The outgrowth ot the old Collegiate
Dutch Reformed Church, that 200 years
ago stood %t the Battery, (New York City)
are the three Churches at Lafayette place
and East Fourth street, Fifth avenue and
Twenty-ninth street, and Fifth avenue and
Forty-eighth street. The Rev. Dr. Talbot
Chambers is pastor ot the tlrst, the Rev.
Dr. Ormlston of the second, and, until
Wednesday night, the Rev.' Dr. James
Lu llow conducted the services in the third
and largest. One of the usages of the old
Collegiate Church has been handed down
through two centuries and now, as then,
a Consistory of twenlj'-four members takes
care of the interests of the three churches.
This Consistory is appointed in a singular
way. When a vacancy occurs the remain-
ing members (Hi it without paying any re-
gard to the wishes of the congregation.
Thus the churches have practically no
representation, and the self-elected Consis-
tory is ail-powerful. Four years ago the
Forty-eighth streetand Fifth avenue church
was without a pastor, and the Rev. Dr.
James Ludlow accepted a cull from it. He
was young, very energetic^ and an excel-
lent iveacher. He became a favorite with
ills congregation, blit the Consistory seems
to have distrusted him from the beginning.
He came from a Presbyterian church in
Albany, and was not slow to point out and
try to rectify what he regarded as defects
in Ids Reformed- ’Dutch charge. This
aroused the hostility of the Consistory,
who looked on him as a meddlesome
young man, fond of interfering with things
which did not concern him. His congre-
gation supported him, however, and he
went on as he began, tho membership of
liis church increased rapidly. It was very
weak when lie accepted the pastorate, hut
about a thousand persons now assemble
at his morning service ev>ry Sunday,
while tiie regular membership Js abbot live
hundred. This prosperity, however, had
no effect on Lite consistory, who made his
position peculiarly unpleasant. About
seven months ago they decided that it was
had policy to permit a minister to preach
regularly every Sunday in his own pulpit.
“Keep him moving about," they said "and
his work will be more effective.” So they
notified the pastors of Ibc three churches
under their supervision that they must ro-
tate from pulpit to pulpit at the evening
services, each minister being permitted Id
preach in his own church every |uoday
morning, and every third Subday evening.
The new plan did not suit Hie views of
the congregations. They were indignant,
and Dr. Ludlow’s people requested him
not to pay any attention to the order.
Dr. Ormlston, too, and the members of his
church, viewed the new regulation as very
arbitrary on the part of the Consistory.
The only one who approved it was Dr
Chambers, who belongs to the old school
of ministers and sees much virtue in itiner-
ancy. He commended the wisdom of the
Comistory, and preached on Sunday even-
ings thereafter ti> remarkably small con*
gregations, for the Immediate effect of the
new order of things was to dimioish the
attendance at the churches on Sunday
evenings to about a third of their former
proportions. On the first evening Dr.
Ormlston preached In Dr. Ludlow’s church
to about a hundred persons, and Dr. Lud-
low, in Dr. Chamber’s pulpit, had not
many more hearers. The membership of
Dr. Ludlow’s church decreased nearly as
last as it had risen, those who withdrew
saying that, while they liked Dr. Ormis-
ton’s preaching veiy much, they wanted
their own pastor. A little later their in-
dignation was farther aroused by the ac-
tion of the Consietory, who reduced their
eight representatives to seven, and filled
the vacarjcy with a member of Dr. Cham-
bers’ church, which thus had nine dele-
gates, although the smallest of the three
churches.
Five months ago a member of the Con-
sistory told Dr. Ludlow that if he tendered
his resignation it would be accepted. He
consulted his congregation, who were unan-
imous in begging him to stay with - them,
and took the ground that the Consistory
had no autority to remove him. He ac-
cepted their support and remained, but
thereafter he was subjected to much an-*
noyance from the Consistory, who repeat-
edly threatened to turn him out. Hq Was
at lost satisfied that the state of affaiife was
detrimental to the interests of the church,
and determined to resign. On Wednesday
night last, after the lecture rcom exercises
were over, he told his congregation of his
lesolution. Among the reasons that he
gave for liis action were the failing condi-
tion of the chnrch owing to the changing
of the minister from pulpit to pulpit every
Sunday evening, and the anxiety in which
he was constantly kept was impairing his
usefulness. His congregation manifested
great feeling, and several of them, includ-
ing some who had been connected with the
Collegiate Dutch Reformed Church for
half a century, at once withdrew. An
effort was made to induce Dr. Ludlow to
his farewell sertnon on the coining Sunday.
The consistory was indignantly condemn-
ed, and Mr. Peter Donald, one of its
members, was invited to explain the mean-
ing of its action. Mr. Donald admitted
that the Consistory might have erred,
being only human, a sentiment that was
greeted with contemptuous laughter. A
resolution was^adopted thanking Dr.
Ludlow for his efficient services during the
past four years, dxptesslng unshaken con-
fidence in him, and accepting Ids resigna-
tion with deep regret. Already something
has been said among the members of the
church about getting another place of
worship, and making Dr. Ludlow pastor,
with no Consistory to harass or discharge
blip.— AT. Y.Sun.
FRANK WOOLEVER’S
OYSTER BAY,
Unde)' HtveeVa Hotel,
Grand Rapids, - - Michigan.
Remember Frank, so gay!
At his fine Oyster Bay,
Frank serves a good meal at a small expenae,
Ho charges only twenty-five cents.
ptnwifti.
HERHINGTON-MERIUTT— At the residence of
the bride* parents, April 10, 1877, by Rev. Win.
M . Ooplln, Mr. Wilbert Herrington of Holland, to
Mil* Epha P. Merritt, of Olive.
$fur ^dvfrtiscmentis.
Dr. Bosisio's Column.
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
Anew medicine dUcovored by Dr. Alexander
Bosiflo, July 1st, 1870. This remedy ia an extract
from the brauche* of the peach tree, and will cure
the following disease*, vix: Sore Eyes, Liver Com-
plaint, Diseases of the Lnngs, Dyspepsia, Dropsy,
Sick Headache, Heartburn, Catarrh, Fevers, etc.
Thi* remedy can be procured from druggists, who
will older If they have It not on hand; or by writ-
ing to the Doctor It will he sent C. 0. D. Price, g5
per doz., $3 per half doz. Not les* than a half doz.
sold to anyone.
Fremont Cixter. Mich. March 2i, 1877.
This l» to certify that I have been Buffering from
chill* and fever for 8 monthi; cured with one bot-
tle of Dr, UobIbIo'* medicine.
CHA8. DICKERSON.
I have been suffering with fever and ague for 13
month*; have employed numerous physicians but
derived no benefit. Was cured with 3 bottle* of
Dr. Bosisio’s peach branch medicine.
Respectfully DORA IIACKERSON.
In behalf of Dr. iloslslo I will say that my
daughter ha* been *lck with fever iind ague for six
months; have tried a great many different medi*
clue* but with the same result. —Procured some of
Dr. Boslslo’a medicine, and after taking ItfbottJca
of It she was entirely cured.
MRS. HARRINGTON.
I have been troubled with the ague for 11 months,
have tried every kind of medicine that I could get,
but could not get anything to help me. Hearing
of Dr. Boslslo I sent to him for some medicine,
and after taking one bottle I am entirely cured.
Yours Respectfully,
CBCHINNE ANTINE,
538 Jewett St., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Had catarrh five years and fever and ague three
months. Employed numerous physicians but re-
ceived no benefit. Dr. Bosisio cured my ague In
ft hour*, and my catarrh in three weeks, with his
peach branch medicine.
MISS ANNIE BAUTUER.
I have been sick and suffering with a sore throat
for the past five years. I have tried numerous
physicians, but could find no relief nntil I employed
Dr. Bosisio, and after taking tour bottles of his
peach branch medicine, since three weeks under
hi* care, I feel at well a* ever I did.
Your true friend,
SUSAN BAILEY.
I, recovering from a scrlons Illness wish to make
a few remarks In behalf of Dr. Bosisio,' who has
been my falthfol physician until I^am entirely out
of danger. I wai attended by two of the leading
physicians in Fremont, who held a consultation,
with the decision that I could not survive more
than one hour from the time of their meeting.—
Dr. Bosisio brought me entirely out of danger iu-
aldo of 24 hours, and in three daya was on my feet
again.— To the Dr. I am indeed very gratcfnl.
MRS. MARY J. SHOOTER.
It is with pleasure that I make this statement In
regard to a serious Illness from which I have Just
recovered.— Some six week* ago I was to be con-
fined. and engaged one of the first physicians of
Fremont to attend me; my case being an uncom-
mon difflcalt one, I got no encouragement from
him.— I then called a second one, who with nearly
the same result, discouraged me to such an extent
that I was driven into fits. At last I called Dr.
Bosisio, who relieved me of the child and all pain
and danger; to him I owe my slucejc thank*.
ANG SLINK TROYLEY.
Webber tp., Lake co., Julv 25, 1876.
I had been suffering Horn catarrh for four years.
I have been treated by fonr different physicians
during the time but derived no permanent benefit.
After being under the care of Dr. Bosisio nve days,
and having taken five bottles of his peach branch
medicine, 1 am feeling perfectly cured, and grate-
fully recommend him to all persons suffering with
catarrh.
MISS ALICE ROWE.
Bio Rapids, Sept. 26th, 1876.
This Is to certify that I have been blind for the
past seven years, also been troubled with dropsy.
I have tried tea of the best physicians In the State
but they did me no good. Under the treatment of
Dr. Boelslo, at the expiration of one week I walked
two miles alone. I have nsed ten bottles of his
peach branch medicine, and am Improving rapidly
•very day.
• Yours Repectfully,
MRS. ELLA MARSHALL.
Baldwin, July 15th, 1876.
I have been troubled with catarrh In its worst
form* for abont six years. I have tried different
physician* and patent medicines, but derived uo
benefit. After taking five bottles of Dr. Bosisio's
peach branch medicine, I am happy to say I am a*
well aa over.
- MIKE O’BRIEN.
Sick wtth consumption for ton years. Cared In
two weeks by using 10 bottlw of Dr. Bosisio’s
peach branch medicine.j HANS HANSEN.
Had* running sore for three years; cured In nine
daya by using Dr. Bosisio's peach branch medicine.
L. OLSON.
CONSULTATION FREE,
Xo, 20, Ninth Street,
. . . . _________ — _ __ _______ _____ ___
We have some of the finest
sleeping rooms, to accommo-
date our customers and travel-
ing community, in Hollister’s
Block, directly opposite Sweet’s
Hotel. 1 * ' ‘
Call and Try our Oysters.
Joslm&Breyman,
m,
Watchmakers Jj Jewelers,
DEALERS IN
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
Je weliy & Fancy Goods.
F. N. WOOLEVER
Grand Rapids, April 14, 1877. 9-3m
HAMi SOW LOST, m RESTORES !
All Kinijs of Spectacles.
Vull £lae of (Sold Fens*
m •JnHt published, a new edition ofDr. Culvervell'i Celebrated Essay onthe radical cure (without medicine)- , of Spermatorrosa or Seminal Weak-
ness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Irapoteury,
Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impedimenta to
Marriage, etc.; also. Consumption, Epilepsy and
fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extra-
vagance, Ac.
ty Price, In a scaled envelope, only six cent*.
The celebrated author, in thi* admirable Essay
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ success-
ful practice, that the alarming consequence* of
elf-abust may be radically cured without the dan-
gerous use of Internal medicine or the application
of the knife; pointing out a mode of cureat once
Repairing Neatly and PivmpUy Executed.
Holland, March 84, 1877. 6— ly.
TUG FOR SALE.
T AM authorized to *ell the Steam Tug “Gem”
1 on favorable terms. Inquire of
MANLY D HOWARD.
Holland, Feb. 17, 1877. Holland. Mich.
simple, certain, aiid effectual, by means of which
every sufferer, uo matter what his condition may
be. may enre himself cheaply, privately, and radl
catty.
&T This Lecture should be In the hands of
every youth and every man in th*land.
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad-
dress, iXMt-pold, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,
MMELLHHIM
41 Ann St., Nrr York; Post Office Box. 4586.
T0THE PUBLIC.
I, the undersigned, am dally receiving
New Spring Goods.
My Stock is Complete,
Consisting of all kinds of
NEW FURNITURE.
A largo stock of well selected Wall Paper and
w Indow shades, which I sell at
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
I always keep on hand a Bill stock of
OOFFIZJTS,
From the cheapest to the finest WALNUT CAS-
KETS In the market, and cheaper than in any
other place.
Give me a call and see for
yourself, before you go else-
where.
-0—
Live. Geese Feathers
a Specialty.
All qualities of Carpets cheap; also, all
kinds of Waitresses.
I WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
S. REIDSEMA.
Holland, March 30, 1877,
BOOTS & SHOES
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, City of Holland.
Ladies,
Gents,
Youth and
Misses Wear.
' :o:«
Full line for the Winter trade.
Holland, Jan. 1, 1870.
MORTGAGE SALE-
1~\KFAULT having been made In the conditionsW of a corialn mortgage executed by James
Voso and Julia M. Vose, nls wife, to Marietta How-
land, beariugdatc the twenty-eighth day of October,
A. D. 1871 and recorded in thu office of the Regis
gages, on page 271, through non-payment of thu
money secured to be patd by said mortgage, by rca
son of which the power to aell in said mortgugehas
become operative, on which mortgage there 1*
claimed to be due at tho date of this notice th- sum
of twelve hundred and sixty dollsrs and torry-ono
cents, and also an attorney fee of fifty dollars, pro-
vided for In said mortgage; and no suit or proceed-
ing having been instituted at law to recover the
debt now remaining aocured by said mortgage or
any part thereof: Notice la therefore hereby given,
that by vlrttie of a power of sale contained in said
mortgage and pursuant tostatntein such case made
and provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed
by a sale at public vendneof the mortgaged premiv-
va therein described, to wit: AH those certainvtaaavaMuv.ov*iirvU  -'* viae a » naa/rc» HI HUH
pieces or parcels of loud lying and being situate In
the Village of Knstmanville. In the Couniy of Otta-
wa and State of Michigan, known and described as______ . 
follows, to wit: Block twenty-four, all of Block
twenty •five. Block twenty-alx and Block twenty-
seven, all In sold Village of Kast mauvUle. and num-
bered according to the plat of said Village as re-
corded In the office of the Reglete*of Deeds for said
County of Ottawa in salil State, containing abont
1, be the same more or lose, at
Drs. ANNIS & BROEK,
Vo. 86, Eighth Street.
0pp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.
DEALERS Ilf
Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,
and Fancy Articles.
Proscriptions carefttlly prepared at all hours of
the day and night. Our stock Is all first-class, and
we offer it to the public cheap for edah.
g1ve*tUMi**hi °nr Bn? th0 PnW,<> &enera,,y to
T.jfANNIS, M. D. .
W.&H.ELFERDINK’S
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
Holland, - - - Michigan
The above firm make a specialty of custom work.
Guarantee satisfaction. Their price* arc low
enough to compete with any house In the city.
They keep constantly or hand a choice variety of
Ladles uud Children aloe* and gaiter*.
Repairing neatlg done and at
Short Notice,
S4-Iy W. & H. ELFERDINK.
NEWFIRM!
(. Van Putten.
— --  i
Having succeeded the late firm of G. Van Pntten
& Co., at the same stand and In the same business
wishes to advertise throngh the columns of the
Nkwb his stock of
Dry Goods,
ft:lats & Caps,
Groceries,
Crocker}',
Flour & Feed.
Etc., Etc.
^
The Goods jire first-class.
PRICES ARE LOW.
A prompt delircry free of charge, can
be relied upon.
tsr CALL AND SEE.
G. VAN PUTTEN.
Holland, Aug. 2, 1870.
H I. P. THIBOUT,
r* MERCHANT TAILORw* Has removed his business to
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH
Fine Building Site For Sale.
'J'HE East 45 feet of Lot 5 In Block 36. Situated
_ between J. O. Docshnrg’s Drug Store, and P.
* A. Steketee’* General Store, on Eighth street.
Inquire or . H. DOESBURG.
Holland, April 7, 1877. 8-tf
BOOKBINDING!
The undersigned wishes to Inform hls old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that being at
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrange-
ments with Mr. W. Vorst. at Holland, at whose
store, on River street, all job work for binding cun
he left . I have purchased a new and complete lint,
of tool* and stock and will furnish first-class work
A. CLOETINGH.
Muskfoon, Sept. 3 1875.
CROCKERY!
From and after this date, I
intend to devote to this line of
trade the necessary attention,
and will keep on hand $ com-
plete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in large
quantities.
Rockingham and Yellow
Ware, in large supplies.
" VAiG. J. ARWERK.
Holland, Midi., Supt. 10, 1875.
NOTICE.
A NY’onc wishing the services of the undersigned
lx. physlciar arc hereby kindly reutteated <4o
leave notice at his
Residence, or at his Office,
ON THE CORNER OF
NINTH & FISH STS.,
whereas his
practice will not permit him to be elsewhere at
stipulated times.
R. A. SCHOUTEN,7-4w Physician.
Holland. March «, 1877.
CHEAP JOHN’S
HALF-PRICE STORE.
reconsider liis determination, but he was r i
firm, and announced that be would preach I RGSldSIlCG Of A, WGStVGGF,
twenty acres of laud, e »...v ui iun. m
the front door of the Court House of said Ottawa
County, In the olty of Grand Haven, in said county,
ON THE TWENTY-FIFTH DAY OF JUNE, A.
D. 1877, fit two o’clock In the afternoon, to pav tho
sum duo on said mortgage with Interest and costs, !
Including said attorney we
Dated, Giund IUvkn, March 2Sth. A. P. 1877.
MAKIRTTK HOWLAND, Xor/gao".
R. W. Dcncaw^ Attority-
rpEAS are reduced to % cents per ponnd. Waihf
A lug Soap— 7 bar* for only 25 cent*. Coffee 15
cents per pound. Sewing Machine* for les* than
half-price. Also
Boots & Shoes and Furniture.
79 Monroe Street,
Will be pleased to see si) his old friends and etia-
tomers that require anything In the clothing Hue.
We make, cut and trim to order anything in onr
line according to the latest styles, and for the low
est possible prices.
Repairing Neatly Done
GIVE US A TRIAL
I. P. THIBOUT.5.18
Meat Market.
No. 78, Eighth St.
This Meat Market is In Blultor's Store, two doors
East of L. T. Earners’ Book Store. They keep on
bund a choice assortment ot fresh meats, and also
keep
Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,
and every thing else belonging to that line of
business. Full weights and good quality Is our
standing rule.
Come and Give us a Trial.
VAN DEN BERG & BRAAM.
Holland, Feb. &4, 1877.
CROSBY’S
MORTON HOUSE BLOCK,
Corner Monroe and Ionia Streets,
a HAND HAFIDB
This is and remains the popu-
ise of Grandlar Eating House m
Rapids.
Spring Chickens on Hand.
If you want a square meal go
and try them.
Breakfast 25 ots. Dinner 25
eta. Supper 25 els.
OYSTERS A SPECIALTY.
Meals got tip to order any time,
and satisfaction guaranteed.
GIVE THEM A TRIAL.
IriK
THE
City Hotel,
E. KILLEAN, Propbuctou.
WishiagtoaStr,, - - Staid HiTea, Kici,
First-Class Accommodations,
. _______ _ _
Wk are l»ap|>y l«» inform the friend* of
J. 0. Doesburjz that he is improving fast.
Don’t fail lo read Dr. Bossisio’a adver-
tisement In another Jolumn.
ml John H.Wb hear that f. Mitchell, former
ly of the Grand Haven studying
law.
The stave factory of E. Van der Veen
& Co. U running full lime, and staves ate
ground o\H at lightninu speed.
PnEsfnKNT Hayes has purchased In
New York city h pair of due brown horses
and a carriage,
-- -<«•»- ~-
When you eo to titatiJ Rapid*, don't
fail In call at Frank Woolcver. His table
! is excellent, aud his oysters are unsur-
; paased.
The petroleum prodhetnf the United ]
States last year was' worth about $75,000,- 1
0)0. ;
Outl readers will please take notice of
fife corfected time card of the C. & M. L. j
I.S'Kiilroad. •  -- f --
Wksdei.l Phillips never spent for the
benefit of the colored man a dollar of the
large sums he bus received for talking
about him.
DR. AIKlN’S DOUBLE COLUMN.
RaEAX) this, reax all.
Wh^t i« Wealth, or Fame, or Life — Without Health!!
The schooner Mary was sold by the
United States Marshal, onWedenday last,
to Chw. Storing, for $275.00. This is dill
cheap. '
Pahties from Chicago inform as that
vlh« prospects for a fair lumber market are
encouraging. A good lumber market will
a blessing for Michigan.
Fok the Proceedings of our new Coun-
cil wc refer our readers to the Eighth page,
where they will find the standing commit-
tees for the current year.
The sclir. Kale Howard, it is expected,
would be launched at St. Joseph, this
week, and brought to this port to-day oi
to-morrow, weather permitting.
Negotiations are in progress for a
tract of land In Decatur couuty, Ga., on
which to set lie a colony of French Immi-
grants from Germanized Alsace.
By request the "Old Band” went out to
serenade the Supervisor of Holland Town-
ship, on Saturday night last, and report
having been received “tip-top.”
Spring has come, Mr. Borstlap has
departed for his grubbing field, with all
his satchels, on Monday last. The weath-
er has improved perceptibly since he
started.
, I —    | ^ •
List of letters remaining the Post Office
at Holland, Michigan, April 12, 1877.
James M. Andrews, John Dorson, Job
Mlngering, Mrs Sale Van Houghton.
Wm. Vkrhkkk, P. M.
Dr. Aikiu’s Remedial Institute
“A son in-t.aw of Simon Cameron, but
Otherwise a reputable niun,,” Is the des-
cription of Hon. Wayne McVeigh given |
by u southern journal.
FOR, THE CURE OF --
CHRONIC AND SURGICAL DISEASES.
Tfil MCTOX’I LOCATION U most rtlgible, central and
Cuuvenlem at
Grand Itaptds
DnilnesaOnter
5 7 Mojiroe-st
And he baa alto another entrance at
The cotton blanket, quite common in
France and Germany, is made by only
one mill in the United States, the Eagle
and Phoenix, at Columhus, Ga.
Prof. V m Horn, the noted phrenologist,
called on us yesterday. It Is refreshing to
have a chat with the professor. An ef-
fort is being made to have him lecture here,
and in that event noflce will be left at the
post office.
The Fire Department Is requested to
meet on the evening of the 19th, at engine
room of Eagle No. 1, to transact such bus-
iness as may be brought before them.
J. KRAMER, Chuf Eng.
J. Mulder, ttoentary.
Mr. John Luikens, of Grand Haven, is
around selling a handsome clothes-rack,
which he offers for the simtll aum of 50
cents. At thU price every family ought to
have one, and can’t afford to be without
it.
On Snndnv afternoon the dwelling house
of Tjictje Tjletsema was burned to the
ground during the afternoon services, at
Olive Centre. The damages are estimated
at about $1,000. The cause of the fire we
did not learn.
On Friday evening of last week Colum-
bia Fire Engine Co., were called out by
their foreman and took water at the near,
est well, half a block off, threw water 110
feet, aud returned the engine into the en-
gine room— all within ten minutes. This,
we dure say, is lively work.
Our station agent at the Mich. L. S. R.
R. depot, M. O’Connell, has left for parts
unknown on Saturday last, and it is re-
ported that his accounts don’t exactly
balance. His wife left a few days after-
wards, whereto is not known, hut it is sur-
mised that she followed her husband.
The schooner A. Plugger cleared for
Grand Haven on Thursday last. The
schr. Woolen has cleared loaded. The
Four Brothers is trying hard to pet out,
and the Tri-Color is loading. The rest of
the schooners are gething ready but do
not seem to be in a great hurry.
A new style of gun, resembling in shape
a walking-cane, is being introduced in
San Francisco and generally adopted ns a
weapon of defense. It will propel a bul-
let one hundred paces, and only a trifling
report is given. It is manufactured in the
city and no concealment 'u attempted by
the makers.
The rough weather on Monday night
last took away the pier of Mr. J. P. De
Coudres, situated on the shore of Lake
Michigan, about 5 or 0 miles north of our
harbor. About 400 cords of wood were
washed away with the debris in the ice,
and the total loss is roughly estimated at
$4,000.
The latent news by cable indicates that
hostilities are about to be renewed by Tur-
key and Montenegrin, and it looks as If
Russia has not been arming herself In
vain. Further news is looked for anxious-
ly all over the world, and in this country
the war rumors have the effect of raising
the price of gold and wheat.
The Patent . Butter Tub Manufacturing
Company have got their machinery almost
in place and expect to start up In the course
of the following week. The machinery is
being put up by Mr. H. C. Sanford, of
Grand Haven, who is an expert in that
business. Everything is being pushed to
completion, and orders for this valuable
patent are coming In fast. The factory
will shirt up with a promising future.
Mr. Dick Welsh, foreman on the rail-
road section at Zeeland, quietly put his
family aboard of the train with all the
rest of his earthly possessions on Monday
night last, and left for parts unknown,
leaving a few hills behind unpaid.
A terrible fire has occurred at St.
Louis on Wednesday morning, destroying
the Southern Hotel, with an estimated loss
of fifty lives and over one million of dol
lars. The news reached ns too late to give
in detail, hut we hope to give a full ac
count In our next.
Mr. Peter Pfanstiehl has formed a co-
partnership with Mr. Van Kooy for the
purpose of manufacturing shingles and
headings. They have made arrangements
with Mr. E. J. Harrington, and arc fitting
up his saw-mill for that purpose. They
expect to start up during next week.
An effort to navigate the St. Lawrence
river at all seasons is to he made under di-
rection of the Canadian Government. An
exceedingly powerful propeller, sheathed
with Iron and somewhat like a wedge, has
been built for use as an ice breaker. In a
trial, this vessel made good headway thro'
ice a foot thick.
Opposite (ibove) Rath-
bun Uou*o.
91 Ottawa-st.
Separate room* for different patlants. Call early,
Pat.ua la arriving In the city fhmild come at once to
eee the Doctor before attendiag to other bnalnon.
Office hour*, 9 a. ra. to 4 p. m. Sunday 10 to i.
DR. AIKIN
In pre-eminently ancceaaful In coring oaees in Ida
Grunt Sreclaltlea. and haaminy living wjtneaiea who
owe life and health to him, after hhvlag given up all
hope of relief. Hi» romedlea are moat Infallible,
with marvelous efficacy relieving aymptom* and re-
moving the enuee of dleeaae, restoring the vital or-
gan* to tholr natural functlona, purifying and Invig-
orating the whole ayetem, and be la nnlvuraolly re-
lied upon aa
A Doctor who Cares.
It la falae economy to auffer from any annoying
diaoaae or aymptom, which, from hit-lability ana
eucceM In -o many elmllar chhuh, yon have every
rcaaon to believe the Doctor can cure. Health ia
cheaper than Buffering and funcrnla. Do not be
mhlcd or Influenced hy the cnvloua.JealoUB or pre-
judiced. but acting on your own beat judgment, call
to fully luveattgate and aatlafy yourwolf. No ubo
to denounce a man who takes hopeless caeca from
the hands of good nhystdans, ana by his superior
skill and Improved remedies restores them at once
to health and life’a enjo»menL
*• TOO LA TE! DIED THROUQU NEOLECT."'
In how many cases this cun he said of friends or
relatives victims of Consumption or other tnsldu-
oua dlaease, and how sad the reflection that the
tlmcljr, aklllful treatment to prolong life waa neg-
Most families have one or more with life embit-
tered by atoedless suffering— seldom free from pain,
from Pain. Weakness, Whites, Ulceration. Sup-
nression or other diseases, and ('.rag out a miser-
able life, when by a little care you can have the en-
joyment of perfect health. OTCall or lend stamp
for circular and important Information,
first trplcnl-ture-few, healthy children, or none.
EPILEPSY.
Fits, Chorea, Palsy, and all Nervor.a Affections are
cured where other means fail, by Improved remo-
dies.
DEFORMITIES,
at ways ‘conscious of disease or dlsabllltv, yet who
Surgical Diseases. Cancers, Tttmora. Hare-Lip,
Fistula, Club-Foot, etc., Mncdled by the most ap-
proved methods,
GENTLEMEN!
tom, mu-m add old m
Buffering the sad effects on body snd mind of Self-
Abuse, Excesses, Disease, or Defect, whateverW U V B lUUWIVMP ua U rwiOT Wl wrts j ~ w vj -w , JUMUBFUB  IS IP CM V* Vi I Teaawi
can be restored to health by the skillful Specialist. | rund or doctored in vain, letn-t despair or false
fy Eetabllhed here In extensive practice since modesty be your ruin but call or send at once.
ulu At /Ut V s>t«la lit 'AA Viun Wunrlo/*fi rltirlntt 1  i ri ttmtlrtnal laathtcr rnn18bb at (St. Louis !u ’to, San Francisco during ’78)
enjoying a wide and merited reputation as a most
sncc’essful Physician, and having thorough (|Ual!fl-c iui rnviiciBc. nu n« iiginuruu)(n
catlons. Insight andaptresa for the healing art,
with all the uest means and “ . .....Tiances— lustra
.. ....... ....... ...... ij*
constant successston of cures still attends Dr.
........ ..... . .... ____ — appl ------
raents and remedies -known to the Profession
Atkin's practice, and consequently the number of
his patients Is ever on the Increase.
DR. AIKIN.
THE WELL KNOWN SPECIALIST, NOW PER-
MAN ENT' LY LOCATED IN GRAND
RAPIDS. MICH.
HIS IMPROVED MKMRDIttS AND TREATMENT
HAVE MADE HIM CELEBRATED FOR
HIS EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS.
ALL CLASHES OF PA TIES TS TREATED
nd  
flTThe only sure, rational, lasting cure for
Spermatorrhm* Seminal Weakness, Nervous D«
b titty, Impotence, oic. No quackery or deception.
Friendly advice and reliable aid. It Is well known
that Dr. A, alwaya effects a cure. Hie treatment
Includes atA-you need never look eleowhvre.
Those altout to mamr sbonld not fail to consult him.
MW (I quickest, mild remedlee fyr all private dls-
aUMl eaiee or old symptoms. Gleet, Syphilis,
itrlcture, Defects, Phimosis, Hydrocele, Varlco
Pri
ive-
enle, etc., radically cured. No mercury used, I
vale Rooms. No “(ratting prescriptions.” Tra
, le rs promptly supplied. , _ ^
While many Innocent victims suffer the terrible
I effects of oertsin diseases neglected or badly treat
cd by physicians in general (they should not be In
trusted with these esses). It Is right snd proper to
use plain terms that the Indiscreet or nnfortunate
Grand Haven will not be outdone In
having fires, but it took 45 minutes to gel
water on it to put it out, so we. are told by
an eye witness. A fire broke out on
Thursday last in the shed of Mr. John de
Jong, and from there spread to the livery-
stable of Mr. Chase, and from there to
Andres’ ham and ice-house, consuming
them all. The damages are estimated at
about $3,000. The fire department man-
aged to save the lots.(?)
We wish to call the attention of the
different Supervisors in this whole colony
to a nice form of blank books for poor
orders and relief orders which we have
recently printed for the Supervisor of the
Township of Holland aud the Director of
the Poor of this city. We would advise
them to give these books an examination
at their respective offices, or at this office.
The supervisors will fiud these books a
great advantage In keeping their poor ac-
counts in good order and save time.
The music venders were making the air
resound with their antiquated airs of the
old composers on Thursday last. But
those organ grinders are not to be trusted
too far out of your sight, for while they
were passing C. P. Beckei’s residence, on
9lh street, just about 12 M., and seeing no-
body in the house they pilfered a bureau
and took two ten-dollar bills and other
valuables along with them without leaving
a receipt therefor. Lookout for the organ
grinders!
Baltimore has a resident princess. She
is a daughter of King Louis of Bavaria
and Louis Montez, and she calls herself
Princess Edilba Lolela, Baroness of Ro-
senthal, Countess of Landsfeldt. She has
n large income, lives luxuriously, is thirty
years old, and is a widow. Her husband
was Count Messant of France.
The bam of Mrs. Van Apeldoorn, situ-
ated about one and a half miles south of
the city, on the Chi. & M. L. S. R. R., was
burned with all its contents on Monday
last. It is reported that a spark from one
of the passing engines lodged in the barn
and set fire to the premises, a strong easter-
ly wind blowing at the time. It is a ter-
rible blow for the widow, who loses near-
ly everything by this fire. Three cows,
one steer, and one calf, and all Hie hay
and grain she was possessed of, were con-
sumed, leaving her almost destitute.
Jan Vissers and G. Kopier were arraign-
ed before Justice Stegenga on Thursday
afternoon last, on a charge of having pil-
fered a money-drawer in the store of A.
Wagenaar. The charges were not sustain-
ed, however, and the accused were de-
clared not guilty by the jury. It was
alleged that there were $16.00 missing
but at the- time of the robbery there were
some 10 or 12 persons in the room besides;
the accused parties, those two innocent
boys having been seated nearest to the
drawer were arrested on suspicion.
For the benefit of mariners and others,
standard time is indicated at New York
by the dropping of a ball, three feet and
six inches in diameter, from a staff sur-
mounting the Union Telegraph company’s
building, the ball being detached from its
fastenings hy an electric signal from the
naval observatory at Washington.
Duluth, at the bend of Lake Superior,
is becoming a deserted village. The mis-
fortunes of the Northern Pacific railroad
struck a death blow at the ambitious
place that was to become the Venice of the
unsalted seas. Corner lots, no longer at a
premium, sell for what they will bring.
A residence that cost $3,5<X) in better days
has just been sold for $700.
WITH EQUAL CARE AED SKILL.
Humxrs ATTI8I TH1 Ml AT miCACT OF BIB
nuntlHT.WrtmiSum* 0jrjr«v#«»>
T*MO*r, *#» 9 rmma caavxtc £>/#•
***** Ctrmmm, 9m?ma»Q9W#
C9**TiTVTt9»9 0r»*r r*
**»* mat*Ti99m*raB,
1118 PATIKMT8 GAIN 10 TO 40 LBI. IN W1IOHT.
Serious, Complicated Diseases, that for
Many years Resist the Treatment of
numerous Physicians, are speedily
Cured by Dr. Alkln.
o i l « ----- ------ - - -------------
may know where to get help, and no offenne cun be
taken by pore minded peraona— 8o« Tltna 1-16.
Good Advice and Good Treatment
Yontha and men who bate received from others
bad treatment and immoral advice (reaultluK in
sad consequences or terrible diseases), will find n
trnc friend In !>r. Alkln, whose counael and reme-
dies they can rely upon for their moral an pbyuical
well-being.
ST-ST-STUTTERXMG !
Stammering, and Impedimenta in iDercb thatdativ
and hourly vex and mortify, and maxt one a laugh-
ing atock through life, permanently enred by u
scientific, rational and practical method.
The Right Doctor at Last.
A snfficrer for year* from disease and bad treat-
ment, wrltee: “Dr. Alkln. I thank you from the
bottom ofmom of my heart formaklncmeaswell as lam.
A gentleman states: “Dr. Alkln, you are ilght-
H is needless lo be stek. By following vonr dlrec-
tionn, after vour mcdtctnei had cured ms, have
kept perfectly well. I tell everybody of your great
success and fraproved treatment.”
Another one save: “Have never felt so well in
my life as when under your care and since your
curing me.”
A DOCTOR TO HAVE FAITH IN.
A lady writes to Dr. Alkln: “I am so soon and
easily well by your treatment that my faith In
you is unbounded and shall recommend you to all
my friends as a most reliable physician,'
Hick Headache, and Ague, cored by one doso.
Antidote* tor Opium, Tobacco and Llqnor Habits.
True#**, bupportere, Prevemlvea, Byringea, etc.
lied.supp
CONFIDENTIAL!
Every Patient (either aex) may freely
panicnlars of their case to Dr. Alkln, eitl
... state all
, _______ __ __ ______ _ ____ _ _____ jn, her in per
aon or by letter, reposing to his trust any delicate,
f, or family matter, andean alwaya rely uppersonal. ------ , — ----- -----------
on the att Iciest confidence and aecrecy.
&TDR. AIKIN guaranDet MUr. taftr trtat
merit (and for U*t money) ia alt Special Caul than
can be bad time here. He la eaally accessible front
all point*.
THE MOST DIFFICULT CASES SOLICITED.
Consultation Free, lenne alwayt Reaeona’jle
Come prepated to arrange needfnl, thorough treat-
ment. SaHtfadion guaranteed to AU. Medicine*
furnished. Patient* vlalted, In city, or any dis-
“Must have help, or die, or go insane, I conclu-
ded,” write* a man of*, In poor health for year*,
who, after a short treatment by Dr Alkln, further
state*: “Your remedies are having a remarkable | From the wrong Idea that he chargea too much,
effect. 1 can *leep better, am gain in O’ flesh, and | pjBny whom Dr. Alkln would soon cure, contium:
evl-deuce to convince the most akeptical aud Incre- • • ' - -
t'ln
_ ___ _ __ ________ _________ . _ _
tance, in *erlou* cases
No Excn«e for You.
From the wroni
The business men of Grand Rapids are
becoming more and more convinced of the
benefit of having an efficient Holland
clerk in their emplov, We noticed this
especially in the magnificent dry goods
house of Avery & Avery. Our readers
will recollect Messrs. Avery as having for-
merly been in copartnership with Mr.
Spring, but they are how doing a business
for themselves, which is worth while to
look at If any of our render* see fit to go
to Grand Rapids, don’t fail to call at their
place, No. 93 Monroe street, and examine
the endless varieties of prints, woolen and
silk dress good*, bleached and unbleached
muslius, hosiery, and all kinds of fancy
goods— too numerous to mention, and at
such low prices, that will Induce any one
to bay. The Holland people will find Mr.
C. Dosker, a son of Rev. Dosker, ready to
wait upon them and speak to them in their
own language.
The material of Hope Printing Office
has been moved into its new quarters.
Their beautiful cylinder press wjis taken
down and put up by our townsman, En-
gineer Brooks, in whose hands it was per-
fectly safe. While the machine was apart
it was thoroughly cleaned, and with a fine
coat of paint, it looks like a new press in
its new quarters. All the rest of the ma-
terial, such as stands and tables have been
cleaued and painted, and now constitute a
printing office in good trim. Wo congrat-
ulate the authorities of Hope Office on the
accomplishment of this undertaking.
A tunnel through the Pyrenees will
place France and Spain in railroad com-
municatinn by the 1st of January, 1878.
The work has been several years in pro-
gress, and will save twelve hours of te-
dious diligence riding, between Perpignan
and Barcelona. Next year travellers will
be able to travel by rail from Paris to
Malaga, almost without changing trains.
A jury in Alabama had been impanelled
in the case of a Mr. Johnson, charged with
killing his wife. The evidence was posi-
tive and. conclusive, leaving no doubt of
hi* speedy conviction. To the amazement
of all, the jury, after a short absence, re-
turned a verdict; “Guilty of horse steal-
ing.” The Judge, astonished, asked ao
explanation, stating that the indictment
was not for horse stealing, but for man-
slaughter. The foreman, with his hand
upon a huge law book, and with an amus-
ingly dignified air, informed the court
that it was not a case of manslaughter, but
worn ansi aughter.for which the law made no
provision^ but being satisfied the man de-
served to be hanged, they had brought in
a verdict of horse stealing, which, in that
county, would he sure to swing him.”
George Vanderpool is now in Tiffin*
Ohio, and last week he refused postively
to renew a $100 note that is about out-
lawed, which was givcu when ho was
being tried for the murder of Field to oue
of the attorneys who defended him and
advanced the $100 in-cash to meet the ex-
penses of having Vanderpool taken out of
the State Prison, besides working for him
for weeks without pay. — ManuUe Tima.
dnlons that his method of treatment is peculiarly
 "eatBDecf-successful in every department of his Gre  Bpccl
allies, especially such cases as have defied, the
skill of other and Justly celebrated physician*:
hence NO ONE SHOULD DKBPAlRthatis afflict
ed with seemingly Incurable disease, but cherish
a hope of being relieved of suffering, If not entirely
ired, hy hi* sncowfnl mode of treatment,cur e Ms u eatment.
BLINDNESS! DEAFNESS!
All Diseases and Affection* of the Eye and Ear
*uccc*«fully treated by mild remedies. Cross
Eyes Straightened. Artificial Eyes insci ted that
look natural. No pain.
CATARRH, CONSUMPTION,
Asthma, Bronchitis, aud all Thrqat and Lung
ntry, are the greaf-Complalnts (which in this country, mo m
est enemies to Health and Life) when change of
climate aud all else tails, are cured by Dr. A Ikin'*
Improved Inhaler and Constitutional ReMorutlvc
Treatment.
IJnQcring or Chronic Diseases,
Mr. Harry Erakinc, who succeeded Mr.
Henry Dundas, afterward Lord Melville,
ns Lord Advocate of Scotland,- happening
to have a female client of the name of
Tickle defendant in an action, commen-
ced his speeched in the following humor-
ous strain: “Tickle, my client, the de-
fendant. my Lord ” The auditor*, amus-
ed with the oddity of the speech, were al-
most driven into hysterics by the Judge
replying, “Tickle her youreelU, Harry,
you are as able to do it as I.”
Scrofula, Rheumatism. Dyipepsla, Pile*. Goitre,
Dropsy, Gravel, Constipation, Tape-Worm. Liver
Dlscasea, etc., ol whatever name or nature, care-
fully diagnosed and skillfully treated.
LADIES!
The Married or Hlngle desiring aid or advice In
any delicate matter reiatlug to health land beauty),
prevention, and care ofdesease, confidently con-
HoMhltee patent medednes and trying recipes,
in this way expend more than auffielent to have
cored and kept them well. The fact I*, by saving
drag hills, low of time, etc., bo enro* for less than
others.
Life w too Short to be Miserable.
fcarlf YOU have any serious, obstinate disease
or annoying symptoms, no matter how dl*cou< aged
or how disappointed, stop useless doctoring and
doling snd apply to the Doctor, fiufferera for years
or a lifetime he cures In a few weeks.
CURED AT HOME.
Persons at a distance may be cured at home by
addressing a letter to Dr. Alkln, stating caw. *; rop-
toms, length of time the diwbse ha* continued,
and have medicine* promptly forwarded, free from
damage aud lurlof tty to any part of the country,
with full and plain direction* for use, by enclosing
Sid In registered letter, P. O. order, of Express.
Call, or address Pnor. N. J. Amix, M . D.,
57 Mm SI., Grand Rapids, Mitli.
miHltl: DR. AIKIN I* (be only qNnltflH,
experienced, iilUbll JSpocialist here: Heats his
rublyjjgives the choicest remedies;patient* honorably; ^ „ .. ..... ..... .... „ . .
U a regular gradnate In medicine; nnlverrol y
owned the most successful, and la tie right one lo
employ in all cases. Knvioi* doctors try lo in-
jure hun— those In general practice attempt every
case they can got. though unable to well treat
suit the Doctor with the assnrance of safe, quick
cure in all cases, a* he i* doubtless the most skill-
ful ladles’ physician in the world. Do not suffer
seiuerc n w , mon o nu ui i on i i-oi
special oiaeases^whlle never denoouclng ether M.
D.’s. but sending them fiunl y patieni*, cun-lul,
courteous, sober, independent. Dr. Aikln devotesl t
himself wholly to hi* Specialities with triumphant
success. All the afflicted who come to him wil.
find the eld they seek,
{IfRead this Column and land to a Friend, orInvalid. Mm
We do not find these weddings noticed
in the Fociety jonrnalr. James Perry is in
a Raleigh prison for stabbing. Miss
Mann, who lived across the street, flirted
with him through Ihe bars of his cell win-
dow. They became engaged, and their
wedding was held iujnil, where the happy
couple are now spending the honeymoon.
In Baltimore an aged German went to a
lunatic asylum, picked out a wo than from
among the wild patients, and married her.
He explained that his previous wife had
beeu crazy, and he had I iked ’her so well
that he wanted another.
i.i. umiii!Dealer In all kinds of
Ready Made
AND
CUSTOM HADE CLOTHING
Moved into hie
NEW BRICK STORE
One door Weal of VAN LAKDKGKKP A MJSL1&
and now offers a full line of good* and at such rea-
sonable prices, that It will be to the advantage of
every one to oomo and inquire. We have ample
facilities in our aew quarters to make up clothing
at short notice.
•O'—
ALL MBS OFJfimMlSM HIM
Hats & Caps iu Great Variety.
Give us a call and see our
Goods.
j. w. BOSMAN.
Holland, Dec. 8, 1876. 42-ly
dealer ix
Boots and Shoes
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.
Of the neatest styles and best qualities which I
offer cheaper than anybody else.
Makes Custom Work a
Specialty.
D. B. K. VAN RAALTE.
_ _______ ______ .... ..... ... ..... .....
UNDEK THE VIOLET8.
UY OX.IVM WKSDELL HOLXKH,
H^p hana* are cold ; her face in white ;
No more her pulnea come and go ;
4Ber eye* are ehut to life and light;
Fold the white Tenture, nnowon nnow.
And lay her where the violet* blow.
rBot not beneath a graven stone,
To plead for tear* with alien eye*,
A slender cron* of wood alone
Bhall say that here a maiden he*
la peace beneath the peaceful akies.
And gray old tree* of hugest limb
Shall wheel their circling ahadova round
To make the scorching sunlight dim,
That drink* the greenaemfroni the ground,
And droop their dead leave* on bar mound.
When o'er their boughs the equUWa run,
And through their leave* the roblna call
And, ripening in the autumn sun,
The acorns and the chestnut* fall,
Doubt not that she will heed them all.
-For her the morning choir shall wing
It* matins from the branches high,
B^^t^Sm^thth* ^riTsky
Bhall greet her with its cariieetory.
When, turning round their dial-track,
Eastward the lengthening shadows past,
aer little tuouriS; elad in Mask,
The cricket* sliding through the gras*,
•hall pipe for her an evening man*. »
*41 last the rootleia of the trees
Shall find the prison where she gee,
And bear the buried dust they eeiae.
In leave* end blossoms to the *kie«,
So may the soul that warmed it rise.
If any, born of kindlier blood,
Should a»k, “ What maiden lies below?”
were men of New England birth, and of
strongly developed New England charac-
teristics. Perley Keyes was an intelli-
gent, shrewd, long-headed man, and Ja-
son (Fairbanks was possessed of more
than ordinair courage, vim and energy*
td both had the oonfldenoe of the com-
munity as men of jntegritp^d honesty.
IMlivn,! +/-V V.m- Vovlr __ J J ____ "r
Bay only this: “A tender bud,
Thathied' ** * ^*»«« to bloaitom in the snow,
lies withered where the violet* blow.’*
THE PAYMASTER’S ROBBERY.
A Reminiscence of the War of 1812.
Watertown is the county seat of Jef-
ferson county, New York. It is jrituated
on the south side of Black river, a large
and rapid stream. This river rises, far
up in the Adiroudac mountains, and pur-
suing a westerly course for more than a
•'hundred miles, empties into Lake Onta-
rio at its eastern extremity, not far from
the outlet of the St. Lawrence river. It
is a valuable stream, not only watering a
large proportion of the northern part of
Hie State, but abounding with many rap-
ids and falls, and thus furnishing a mul-
titude of privileges for manufacturing
purposes, which are being amply occu-
pied. Watertown is located about ten
miles up this stream from Sackett’s Har-
bor. Thifi latter place, during the last
war with Great Britain, was the head-
quarters of our aorthwestem armies, and
the rendezvous of the American war-
ships on Lake Ontario. Even at as early
-a date as that struggle (commencing in
1811) Watertown was a village of no in-
considerable magnitude and importance.
And yet it has been comparatively un-
known to the people of our country gen-
erally until of late years. But the build-
ing of the Rome, Watertowu and Cape
Vincent railroad, when the St Lawrence
river and its Thousand Isles became a
fashionable summer residence and fish-
ing resort, Watertown rose rapidly into
importance and celebrity. Visitors to
the beautifil regions of the St Lawrence,
•when nearing them by railroad and
crossing the Black nver at Watertown,
find themselves suddenly in the midst of
a large and thriving town, filled with
manufactories and rapidly ad vansing to
the dimensions of a city to which point it
has already attained. The settlement of
this place commenced near the close of
tlie last century, or about the year 1795.
The people who originally located there
were from the New England States, and
were a much more than ordinarily intel-
ligent, educated, industrious and enter-
prising class of citizens. ' : . A
During the war of 1812 Watertown was
a great thoroughfare for United States
Hoops, militia, sailors and antlers, and
all the motley crowd wliich follow an
army. Being in the vicinity of Sackett’s
Hurlxjr, the headquarters of the north-
western armies, and in the vicinity of
the Canada line, near which nearly all
the hard battles of that war were fought,
it was the scene of many bold deeds and
daring adventures, and of exceptionally
thrilling events.
Passing my early days in this vicinity
of encounters, battles by laud and water,
soldiers, sailors, marchings, counter-
•marebing and encampments, my young
nund become necessarily filled with the
history of thousands of stories of slaugh-
tern, woundiugs and death, scalping and
tortures by Indians, and the many wild
scenes and transactions of which war is
paired to New York city, and drew from
the Mechanics’ Bank $85;000 of Govern-
ment funds in bills varying from $1 to
$10 each. Etidently he had an honorable
and sincere intention to use these funds
in a lawful manner for the payment of
the militia. But unfortunately he al-
lowed his wife to accompany him on his
journey. Mrs. Whittlesey was quite an
extraordinary woman. She was well ed-
ucated, intelligent, thoroughly versed in
politics, and a great lover of controversy
on that subject ; keen, artful, quick-wit-
ted, able to hold an argument with the
distinguished men of tnat day, exoeed-
proud and puffed up with family
rank and distinction, but, os it proved at
last, she was thoroughly destitute of
moral principle! It was very general-
ly believed that she was the prime and
sole instigator of her well-meaning hus-
band in those events which soon fol-
lowed, and which filled that region with
excitement, and finally resulted in a most
fearful tragedy !
In the winter of 1815-16 Judge Whit-
tlewy and wife made their journey to
New York after the Government funds.
They traveled by private conveyance, in
their own sleigh, a very common method
of journeying in those days. On their
way back to Watertown Mrs. ^ Whittlesey
pretended to make the discovery while
at Schenectady that their trunk contain-
ing the money had been broken open and
robbed of $7,000. But in fact it after-
ward proved • that she, herself,
without the knowledge of her husband,
had broken open the trunk and abstract-
ed therefrom the missing money. And
this was the commencement of an artful
scheme to get possession of the whole
amount drawn from the bank. Judge
Whittlesey was confounded and over-
wv i » I a A m ^ — 2 v i x
whole family, to embark on Lake On-
tario for a new home in some Western
State.
Fairbanks and Keyes had in vain en-
deavored to find the hiding place of the
missing money. They saw dearly that
a crisis had arrived, and that they must
take some step immediately or the guilty
ones would shp away and leave them to
financial ruin. After much consultation,
and many doubts as to the lawfulness of
their proceedings, they formed a desper-
ate plan to secure the stolen funds at all
hazards, and proceeded to put it into ex-
ecution at once.
The day of departure had arrived.
Judge Whittlesey dressed himself in a
whelmed at this robbieiy aa he honestly
supposed. What should be done in view
of this loss? He feared, yea, clearly
foresaw, it would be attributed by the
world to his own unaccountable careless-
ness, even if suspicion went no farther.
Then it was that his unprincipled wife
commenced artfully to cany forward her
new and costly suit of clothes for his
journey— entirely unconscious of the
net about to spring upon him. Mr.
Fairbanks called in the early part of the
morning, and invited him to walk over
to the residence of Mr. Keyes, who
lived on a farm on the then southern
border of the village. He said he want-
ed to consult in regard to measures that
could still l>e adopted to discover the
robbers. Judge Whittlesey, who was a
courteous gentleman, immediately con-
sented to make the call. Of course ho
had not the slightest suspicion of the
scene which was soon to transpire, am
in which he was to bear so conspicuous
a part.
On arriving at the residence of Mr.
Keyes they learned that he was in a rear
lot of his farm. This lot was on the
borders of a small forest, and had in its
incloeure a large and deep spring of wa-
ter. On their meeting Mr. Keyes, a
few moments were spent in talking the
matter over. J udge Whittlesey was re-
minded of the liability of his bail for the
missing money, and that unless it could
be recovered they were ruined men.
They asserted that they felt justified as
bondsmen in taking any measures within
their power however extreme to obtain
the missing funds and save themselves
from bankruptcy. Finally they said :
“Judge Whittlesey, we are entirely
confident you were never robbed ; that
you have the money now in your posses-
sion, or on your premises, and unless
you immediately produce it, or lead us
forthwith to the place of its concealment,
we have determined to drown you at once
in this pool of water
bery at once, and said the money was
then undoubtedly in his wife’s possession
on her person, or under a tUe of the
hearth m a certain chamber.
After his confession it was agreed that
Keyes should remain with the Judge
near the spring, while Fairbanks should
immediately repair to Mr. Whittlesey’s
mansion to obtain corroborative proof of
the truth of Judge Whittlesey’s acknowl-
edgment. Rapidly, and without turning
to the right or left, Fairbanks passed
through the streets of the village with
coat off, pantaloons rolled above his
boots, covered with mud and dripping
with wet, and his eyes wild with excite-
mnnt AKsv __ ___ 1 i .
plan to reason her husband into the keep-
1“,“ ’ “ theingof the whole sum drawn from w
bank. Her purpose is thus described in
the pamphlet above named.
“By degrees she began to hjnt darkly
that it mattered little what was done ;
that they were ruined without hope of
escape ; that it would be utterly impos-
sible to satisfy a carping, uncharitable
— >• vw.jLSLu  iweuui uiux
world they had not abstracted the money
themselves ; that it T7ould seem so un-
reasonable and unlikely anybody would
ake that amount, and leave a large bal-
ance behind ; that they would undoubt-
edly be charged with embezzling the
money, and forthwith prosecuted for the
amount, and that tliis would sweep awav
every dollar of their hard savings. In
his distraction and perplexity this reason-
ing sounded so like logical deduction
that Judge Whittlesey was obliged to
assent to the terrible array of conse-
quences, and thus she succeeded in get-
ting him into her toils, and then fasten-
ing him to his destruction. ”
When the Whittleseya returned to
Watertown, they forthwith declared they
had been robbed in Trenton, a am nil
village through which they passed on
their journey. And to confirm this
story, they exhibited a pair of saddle-
bags in wliich they said they carried the
bank bills, with several slits cut in the
sey
and ____ , ___________ __
his assertion. But the hour of retribu-
tion had come — as it always will come,
sooner or later in this world or the fu-
ture. In a moment they seized him,
bound his arms behind him with a cord
they had provided for the purpose, aad
plunged him at once into the deep, cold
pool of water. After allowing him to
struggle there a few moments, they drew
him forth nearly exhausted by strangu-
lation. They then questioned him anew,
asserted their certainty that he had the
ide, through wnioh they affirmed their
belief the robbers had extracted the
Always the prolific source.
Among toe many noted transactions
... --- O --- liWWH llikiltttUTUUllH
which could be narrated, the most re-
DMrkable, in many particulars, was
what came to be called “ the Whittlesey
ToWw'iy.” Being a young and personal
• %**:tator of some of its most tragic
• ’Events, I will narrate them as they’were
•tbra Jet piy impriuted ou my fresh rec-
• otiocAion. In this effort my memory is
• strengthened and assisted by Dr. Hough’s
history of Jefferson coimty, and also by
m pamplilet lately placed in my posses-
sion by a lady of Watertown (Mrs. Judge
strong, formerly Mrs. Norris M. Wood-
ruff), an old friend of mine. This
pamphlet is entitled “ The Life and Cliar-
Acter of Jason Fairbanks •’
•*3omuel Whittlesey, Esq., a lawyer by
; profession, of fine abilities, settled in
'i Watertown in 1807/ He and his wife
money. At first their story was quite
extensively believed. Their bail, Messrs.
Fairbanks and Keyes, were amazed at
the loss, and sow financial ruin staring
them in the face — for at that period
$35,000 was considered a large sum, the
loss of which would swallow up the
means of individuals in ordinary circum-
stances.
money, and if he would restore it they
would save his life.
With a positiveness most unaccount-
able, Judge Whittlesey again in the
strongest terms asserted his entire inno-
r --- — • ***» v/AV/AI/C"
ment, the people gazing and wondering
on what errand he could thus be hurry-
menced a rapid and sharp search to dis-
cover the missing and distracted women.
Passing along the stream by the bank to
a turn m the river by which the eye
could look some distant down the mir-
rent, a voice was heard calling aloud,
There she is ! see her floating in the
middle of the stream.”
A boat put out, and with a hook her
> 
ange plight. Rapidly
% he inquired for Mrs.
ing in such a stran
entering the house, lu nxii m
Whittlesey, and was informed she was in
her chamber. He flew to the door and
demanded admittance. Mrs. W. replied
that she was dressing and he could not
enter.
Without a moment’s hesitation Fair-
banks placed hia heavy foot against the
door, and it flew with rapidity from its
hinges. Mrs. 'Whittlesey, on seeing him
enter in that violent and unaocustomed
manner, was instantly filled with alarm
and threw herself violently on the bed.
Without ceremony Fairbanks dragged
her to the floor, and, throwing the bed-
ding apart, there discovered the long-
lost and long-searched-for money. Mrs.
Whittlesey, filled with alarm, cried out’:
“ You’ve 'found it ! You’ve got it ! My
God, have I oome to this!” The bantw wi in i JL lit? 1)1111 K
bills had been deftly and slyly quilted in
a pair of drawers, to be worn undoubted-
ly by Mrs. Whittlesey on their expected
— /Vim, indeed, it
proved to be the body of Mrs. Whittle-
sey Although she could not have been
m the water fifteen minutes, yet when
drawn to the shore and taken from the
stream she appeared to be dead beyond
the reach of recovery. Physicians were
sent for and every effort made to resus-
citate her, but all in vain. She was
stone dead ! A butcher named Israel
Whitney was returning from the country
with a load of lambs. Beholding a mul-
titude on the bank of the stream, a few
feet lower than the bridge, he called out,
‘What has happened? What are you
all deing down there ?” Some one re-
plied, ‘ ‘ Mis. Whittlesey has drowned
herself, and we are enueavoring to re-
store her to life.” “Endeavoring to
restore her!” replied Whitney. “Hold
on, hold on, I say; in with her again; I
am afraid she is not quite dead yet.
Make sure work of itr But she was
gone beyond all recovery. And such
was the earthly end of Mrs. Whittlesey
and of her wicked attempt at robbery.
journey, for safety.
Fairbi
--- .tanks seized the drawers, rolled
them up, and speedily returned to the
spring where Keyes and the Judge
were impatiently awaiting him. All
three then in company started for the
village and the Whittlesey residence.
And truly a strange spectacle they pre-
sented to the citizens. Fairbanks and
Keves, dripping with wet and covered
with mud and slime, and Whittlesey
walking between them, his new black
suit saturated and mined with the dirty
water of the spring, and his fine, glossy
lat crumpled and wrinkled, and drawn
down in shame over his face, the most
mortified, miserable, ruined wretch in all
the world.
On arriving at the stately residence,
they were met by Mrs. Whittlesey, pale
id wild with rage, who exclaimed,
Whittlesey ! you coward, you idiot !
Yhy did you disclose our secret andb '
These men had many private consulta-
tions together in regard to the story of
the robbery— listened often to the wliit-
tleseys, and took into mature considera-
tion all the alleged circumstances of the
cence of the robbery. But Fairbanks
and Keyes had become desperate, and
once more assured him of their deter-
mined purpose to take his life on the
spot unless he revealed the secret of the
place of concealment of the funds.
Again and immediately they ingulfed
him in the dark and muddy pool ; and,
this time, they held him there so long
that, to their great alarm, they thought
him dead indeed ! However, after long
efforts, they succeeded in restoring him
to life again. But when the power of
speech was restored the Judge, to the
astouisliment of his adversaries, still
marvelously re-asserted his innocence of
the crime, and positively affirmed that
neither he nor his family knew any-
thing at all of the missing money.
His bondsmen were in an extremity,
and knew not what to do. They really
had no design to take the life of Judge
Whittlesey, but purposed only to frighten
him, and thus compel him to disgorge
the stolen money. It is true they were
in danger of drowning him, in which
case jtheir own lives would be jeopanlized;
and, indeed, they had in their harsh and
violent measures already gone so far that
unless they succeeded in causing him to
acknowledge the robbery they were ex-
disgrace us efore the world ?” “I could
only thus save my life,” exclaimed the
mortified Judge. “Save your life, you
ool! I would have died a thousand
deaths before I would acknowledge
one iota of the deed !” And no doubt,
tom what immediately took place, she
would ' have suffered drowning again
and again rather than have revealed a
word of her guilt
In the meantime the tidings of the
scene which • took place at the pool of
water, and the recovery of the stolen
money flew like wildfire throughout the
village, and the entire population— law-
yers, doctors, merchante, mechanics, la-7< . --------------------- --
borers, men, women and children— poured
------ Ow mvj nCAC CA
naaa nn, • ? Vi --------- ““V P086^ to extreme penalty of the law.
case. Their doubts grew apace, and And yet they felt entirely confident of
they soon commenced a well-lad system his guilt ; and, in their utter extremity,
of esmonace. Dunmr rlnrl- nial.fn __ ____ lj. ___ i. x- rr
• were members iu good standing of the
Congregationnlist (uow Presbyterian)
church of that town; The office "of first
Judge of tliis county, and other appoint-
tnente of distinction were conferred upon
him, the duties whereof he discharged
. creditably and honorably.
At the close of the war of 1812, Gov.
Tompkins conferred on Judge Whittle-
• *7 toe appointment of Brigade Paymas-
:ter, for the purpose of paving off the
-militia belonging in that region of the
State, who had served for longer or short-
«r periods during the then late war with
Great Bntafn. As sureties for the faith-
1 fal and prompt discharge of his duties
 and us indorsers for whatever amount of
moneys might come iuto bis possession,
of espionage. During dark nights determined on anotlier attempt to make
ulL "“tolled around the Whittlesey him confess, even if his and their lives
, ------- .1 — 
like a flood into the streets and made
their way hastily to the Whittlesey man-
sion— a large, fine, white house— at tliat
time the most elegant in the town or
vicinity. Exulting vociferations and loud
huzzas filled the air. Rejoicing to the
fullest extent was everywhere exhibited
throughout the entire community. Can-
non were rapidly drawn from the arsenal,
near at hand, loaded to the muzzle and
dragged to the street in front of the
house, to be discharged as an indication
of the general gladness that the villainy
had been discovered and the money
found and restored. The relatives and
friends of the guilty family, which stood
high among the most wealthy and fash-
ionable people of the place, crowded
the premises, and in and around the
dwelling.
The residence stood on* one of the
main streets, about 200 rods from the
Black river. To approach the river
from tliat point, one would be compelled
‘ ----- * - - - * ’ A th
Moral. — Sixty-one years have passed
away since the events transpired which
are above narrated. In connection with
many others of a similar nature in later
years, it has led me to see still more
clearly the truthfulness of the scripture
declarations,, which I long since em-
braced and proclaimed, that “ God judg-
eth in the earth,” as well as hereafter,
and that “though hand join in hand,
the wicked shall not be unpunished.”
However artfully they may devise evil,
and form plans of escape from penalty,
they cannot avoid divine retribution.
Jehovah rules in all worlds, and in every
state of being. Either in the earth, or
tiie life to come, or in some state of ex-
istence, he will overtake them and in-
flict certain and just punishment upon
them.^— J. M. Austin.
New York and the Grain Trade.
As a grain market New York is stead-
ily losing while Baltimore is as steadily
gaining ground. The cause is not so
much Baltimore’s wisdom as New York’s
folly. Enjoying for generations the
great advantage of the main American
point of export for cereals, New York’s
.1 Al. .. A Al * 1 t V
merchants imagined that their hold on
the^ shippers of the West could not be
shaken, and, presuming on their ability1 ----- } OAAVAA CVL/ Al J
to control the grain movement, they lev-
ied grievous tolls upon shipmenta. Ter-
minal charges were multiplied upon
--- - -- **J^V/*A
slight pretext, complaints were disre-
garded, and it was not until her mer-
chants saw her receipts decreasing year
by year tliat New York woke up to a re-
alization of the fact tliat other ports were
scrionslv disputing and one of them over-
coming her supremacy.
The New York Tribune gives the fol-
lowing exhibit of the totid receipts of
grain, flour not included, at each of the
ports named, for three weeks ending
March 17, in comparison with receipts
for the same period last year :
r AWVj CAAAVA
proach a perpendicular precipice
lim ‘ ..... ^ -
-ime-stone rock, of about thirty feet, to
reach the surface of the stream. At that
V ---- O T --- - — J/VJOOCDaiUU. _ __
, !>oth residents
house and even, by turns, ascended
the roof of the kitchen, where they
could creep to the windows of the sleep-
ing room, and listen to snatches of pri-
vate conversation, when the guilty pair
supposed no ear was open to their confi-
deutial talk.
In this manner both Fairbanks and
Keyes became thoroughly satisfied, be-
yond the slightest doubt, of the guilt of
the Whittleeeys. They heard abundant-
ly enough to convince them that Judge
W hi ttle sey and wife had not been robbed
at all, and that the money was in their
possession, concealed somewhere about
the premises. At the same time they
pretended to believe with great sincerity
toe story of toe robbery, and offered
large rewards for the detection of the
thieves.
Thus several months elapsed. Judge
Whittlesey finally began to see that
public sentiment was evidently turning
against him and his wife— that the peo-
ple were beginning to suspect that they
might be guilty — that the family were
annoyed by these doubts, and that to
regain their peace of mind and retain
their respectability it might soon be
necessary for them to remove to some
new locality in the Western States.
Gradually this idea was developed bv the
Wfaittlestys and circulated, until it be-
came familiarly talked of in the village,
and the family began to make open pre-
patations for removal. Indeed, the two
were lost in consequence of the effort.
Fairbanks was at that time a bachelor,
and turning to Keyes, said, “Come,
Keyes, help me put him in once more,
then give me whatever money you have
about your person and take care of your-
self for your family’s sake. I have no
one dependent upon me and want no wit-
ness present to see the conclusion of this
tragedy. I shall drown him ! and then
flee to Canada, and will address you fromw viuuuun huh n uau H i  cries oi aisrress irom
Kingston, and inform you where to write in nearly every room,
to me I” The two friends Holemnlv Hndd^nltr TVI^a 1 ! solemnly
shook hands and took final leave of one
another, and Keyes, turning, made a
pretense of withdrawing from the scene
of toe apparent tragedy. Then facing
Whittlesey again, who stood trembling
with fear of immediate death, Fairbanks
place, the river ran deep, dark and rapid,
it being about a quarter of a mile below
WOTVrA 1 In C r+ ** — ^ rr A P _A 1 *two falls of some forty feet each in
height. Pandemonium seemed to reign
around the WTiittlesey abode. Tne
streets in front and rear of the house
were filled with excited people, just
ready to fire the cannon, and make all
other manifestatious in their power of
exultation at the turn wliich affairs had
taken. Within, the dwelling was per-
vaded with weeping, and agony and
cries of distress f m friends were heard
approached and exclaimed, “Now, judge,
this is your final hour, and death is at
T# T ___ i. ___ •_ ___ 1
ladies) were sent in advance to
were to
hand. If I put you in again and you
still persist in denying the robbery, you
V He seized him abruptly again, and
Suddenly .. Mrs. Whittlesey disap-
peared! On every tongue the inquiry
was, Where is she, and whither has she
gone ? In vain the house was searched
„ „ L 1876. 1877.
£«w, Yor* ................. ,. ..5,335.412 1,793,489
Baltimore ...................... 2,166,680 2,296,750
Philadelphia ................... 1,814,025 1,027,100
.........  538,924 1,010,437
The great increase in Boston’s receipts
is explained as not due to the export
trade, “for during those weeks only
about 149,000 bushels of grain went
abroad” from Boston. Apparently the
increased demand was for consumption
in the industrial towns drawing upon
Boston for supplies. The table quoted
above does not so fully demonstrate
Baltimore’s gain and New York’s loss as
the following for a longer period, namely
the eleven weeks last passed, as com-
pared with a like period in 1876 :
v- t. i. 1878- 1877,
Se"Jork ................ 7,417,952 5,714,531
B*ltimoro.. .................... 6,880,260 6,728,094
Philadelphia ................... 5,360/250 3,360,600
Bog°n--- .................... 1,787.180 3,148.544
The figures are sufficiently significant
of the fact that New York no longer en-
joys the advantages once almost wholly
her own. Her merchants have to blame
their own greed and shortsightedness.
While in fancied security they failed to
keep abreast of the times, and piled up
till la rwl ____ _ ___toils, and neglected to supply proper
facilities, Baltimore was wide awake, bid-
ding for the grain business of the West.
Quick to see the advantages she held
out, Western shippers abtmdoned New
York, pouring the bulk of their store
into other and nearer granarieo.— Cfti-
cac/o Times.
throughout; nothing could be seen or
found of her. In a few moments a
plunged him headlong into the deep pool
before him. Judge Whittlesey
-- — — - V > X a
, ----- , --- -~v.  finally
becoming convinced, as he entered once
more the cold waters of the spring, that
these men were in right down earnest to
take his life in their desperation, and that
Ins Inst moments were gathering their
darkness around him, struggled his
mouth to the surface of the pool, and
cned out vociferously : “ I’ll own it ! I’ll
own it !” Whereupon Keyes returned
iliraglitfrs (innocent and .Wable and aided Fa ^X in Ta^ngT
vmmer Ia/IimI wern turn* » * ____ , 7^ u uie
Judge from what appeared to be his
watery grave-fainting, struggling and
woman living upon the opposite side of
the street suddenly appeared in great
alarm with the tidings that a moment
before Mrs. W. crossed her door-step on
a full run, her eyes wild with rage, and
her face pale as death. W’ith swiftness
she flew through the burying-grouud~
and disappeared.down the first bank ________
“To the river! to- the river!” was the
shout from the general multitude.
“ Mrs. Whittlesey has run to throw her-
self into the stream !”
I, a little boy then of some 10 years of
age, was mingling in the crowd full of
wonder at the marvelous event then
being transacted. And when toe vast
multitude rushed through the burying-
ground, down the steep bank, and to the
abrupt precipice at the river’s brink, I
was borne along with the crowd. Then,
at a place which has always since IjorneWatertown. These terry a dav or two itil Sd grave-fainting, straggling and li
tsnr u any or no until joined by the exhausted. He owned uptlie whole rob- the name, of “Whittlesey point,” com-
- —
(hr
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Chinese Drags,
If blue glass be not a panacea, there
aye many curious Chinese remedies that
can be tried. • For instance: Dried liz-
ards, dung beetles’ skua, and armadillo
scales, for cutaneous diseases; caterpil-
lars, used as a purgative for bronchial
complaints; hedgehogs’ skin, a decoction
for pulmonary complain ts; snake skins,
for small-pox and skin diseases; petrified
crabs, for boils and sores; dried cow’s
gall, as an expectorant; glue from tigers’
bones and asses’ skins, as a tonic; salted
---- 11 rheumatism and
rinuuct'ruB mim, u uecucuun ior small
pox; dried toads, a tonic and sudorific
dried maggots, for fever and dysentery
tiger’s skull, for typhoid fever and hydio-
phobia; pearls, used in affections of the
heart and liver, and powdered for ulcers
and opacities of the oomea. These reme-
dies are selected from a list of Chinese
drugs exhibited at the Centennial It
reads like an invoice of the witches’{cal-
dron.
Tub whole population of British India
is close on 239,000, 000. The density of
population varies from five to over *750
iuhauitants per square mile.
V*
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Ho More Stovepipe Hat*.
His Royal Highness the Prince of
Wales says so, and that will probably
settle the matter. At least, he soys he
isn’t going to take any more in his’n.
He affirms that, early the present spring,
he will appear on Rotten Row in a
wmcn to introduce a new fashion, while
there is no one like an heir to i throne
to bring a new fashion into vogue. For
more than three centuries no English
gentleman has dared to walk or ride on
that famous street without having his
head surmounted by a stove-pipe. In
earlv times they were made of Spanish
wool, were very hot in warm weather,
and very heavy in all weathers. After
the Hudson Bay Company was organized
the fur of beaver was substituted for
wool, and a lighter and much more ele-
gant hat was made. The hat was
called the “ beaver,” and its use was al-
most entirely limited to the nobility and
gentry.
“ Stovepipe” hats became fashionable
among the masses about the year 1840,
when an ingenious Frenchman invented
and brought out a hat with a light body
and a covering of silk plush. Though
the style has been changed to some ex-
tent twice a year ever since that time,
hats made of the material above named
have generally been worn by gentlemen
on dress parade till the present When
Kossuth visited this country he wore a
low-crowned, soft, felt hat, and a similar
hat, rejoicing in his name, soon became
“all the rage.” During the political
canvass that resulted in the election of
Gen. Taylor to the Presidency the
“ rough and ready” hat made its appear-
ance. Fremont, it is said, was the
originator of the hat known as the
“wide-awake.” It was very similar to
the “ragged-edge,” which was named
for the pastor of Plymouth Church.
The Mexican sombrero has long been
the favorite hat in the Southwestern
States and Territories, while the
planter’s hat has been much worn
throughout the South. In Boston, how-
ever, and in all places that desire to be
like Boston, the genuine, orthodox
stovepipe has alone been regarded as
just the thing for a gentleman to wear.
There are few bad qualities that can-
not be set down against the stovepipe
hat. It is at once ungraceful, awkward,
and uncomfortable. It is the favorite
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Chemical PaintCi
HAVB OPKKRJ) A
EFCAjxtoHC scottisbj,
No. IVl
EAST BANOQLPH 8T., CHICAGO.
The Market haring been filled with imitations
Burnett’s Cocoaine,
Burnett’s Cocoaine,
Burnett’s Cocoaine.
It an invaluable remedy for
DANDRUFF.
of our “Beadt-Mixid Paikt," and the “Averill
r&int" having been largely adulterated, we have
opened oor own Hotue, and hare no connection
with any other parties in this city. Bendlor
Sample Card and prices to
AVERILL CHEMICAL PAINT CO.,
171 Bast Baodolph Street,
P- O. BOX 1 03. CHICAGO.
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EXTUCT
CATARRII.-Pond’s Extract i« nearly a ft
clfle for tiiw dbieitee. It cun hardly be
celled, even In old and obetlnate coses.
The relief U wo pronii* that no on© who
I'M ever tried it will be without It.
rough weather. It remove* the eorencsH
Uved*k?n prompllynd *oftcM ‘‘ud hcaU
miEUMATIS.U,— During Revere and ohanjNwbloM k’ nx°A u116 Bul?Jftct 10 RheumaticSORE rfi i; s,
target for boys armed with snowballs.
. ...... " ) w;
- _________ 0 up i
the owner has no umbrella. It invites
ys ____ ___________
It is the delight of the ind, while a
new one is sure to bring a shower, if
sunstroke, and is said to be the leading
cause of baldness. It is very uncom-
fortable when on the head and very un-
handy when it is off.' A man looks as
awkward when holding one in his lap as
when holding a baby. If he puts it on
a seat besidp him, some one is sure to sit
on it, while, if ho places it on the floor,
it is certain to be mistaken for a spittoon!
It is not the thing for a sunny, a rainy,
or a snowy day. It only looks well when
it is new, and the shine will not remain
on it much longer than it will on a pair
CHILBLAINS will bo promptly relieved uu-'
FROSTED LLU l»vn h„.
bly relieve* too jmiunud liimiiy
SORE THROAT. oriNSV. INTuiVcf,*
SSKSfySa bA,!S,
I have used leu than a bottle. The dandrufl^ond
the irriution which cauaed it, have entirely disap-
peared, and my hair was never before in so «od
condition. A. A. FULLER.
BALDNESS.
. . Chicago, May ia, 1871.
Since the recent use of your “Cocoaine,” my pre-
viously bald head has been covered by a luxunant
ih of hair. I had always esteemed your prepa-
1 as a dressing, knowing many persons who re-
garded it very highly as such, but never before knew
how valuable it was as a restorative.
growth hair,
ration as a
J. G. LEWIS.
LOSS OF HAIB.
Bangor, March 3, 1868.
1 our “ Cocoaine " is the only dressing for the hair
used in my family for the last eight years. It not
only stojjped my wife’s hair from coming out, but in-
creased its growth. lam also under obligations to
thissaroe "Cocoaine" for saving my own hair, which
was very fast coming out previous to using this
valuable preparation. J. C. MITCHELL.
VEGETINE
Purifies the Blood, Ren-
ovates and Invigorates
the Whole System.
Its Medical Properties are
ALTERATIVE, TONIC, SOLVENT
Am bzu&btzo.
IRRITATION OF THE SCALP.
Watervillk, Me , Sept. is.
I purchased a bottle only, for the purpose of a hait* • wine uui iu me rpcr»c 01 n r
dressing; but, to my surprise, it has entirely removed
the irritation of so long standing. I have recom-
mended it to several of my friends, who were afflicted
in the same way, and it has wholly irradicated thed*«a*c. JOSEPH HILL, Jk.
HAIR-DRESSING.
New York, Sept. 33.
For some time past I have been using your Cocoa-
ine, and think it far preferable to anything I have
ever used for the hair. FRANK LESLIE.
JOSEPH BURNETT & ( 0., Boston,
JftMMe/qoturer* and Proprietor/,
THl. novelty
and exceptional
strength of its per-
fume are the pecu-
liar fascinations of
this luxurious ar-
ticle, which has ac-
j quired popularity
hitherto unequaled
by any Toilet Soap
of home or foreign
manufacture.
RICH .
BEAUTIFUL.
sfYiSsas?
mw'SXwM hav>K,a FARM or GAR-
fcf F&0"dd:^1^0IE00ollta?O“
10c. for Illustrated Catalogue, 130 pago^
p-o. Box, B. K. BLISS & SONS,
34 Barclay St. Mew YorkNo. 6712.
CHEAP, SIMPLE, RELIABLE
All Glass BfntFrHAHPoKCEUiH Lined
LOSS Ato INCONVENIENCE AVOIDED BY
LIDSaiJdGLAMPSjn one piece
' FIRST PREMIUMS
warmed-over ” plug conveys the idea
that the owner is trying every
makeshift he can in order to bridge
over present embarrassments. — Ch icayu
Time*.
idowivt
WITH HIGH PRICES.
Daulel Derouda.
I have recently been told a curious fact
in regard to George Eliot’s last novel,
“ Daniel Deronda.” It is tliis : The he-
roine, Gwendolen, is a lady living in
London, who some years ago was pos-
sessed of nearly $1,000,000. She went
to the continent and became “ an infatu-
ated gambler,” losing learly all her
money, and parting with her necklace, as
the book states. During her infatuation
she was narrowly watched by George
Eliot, and also by a wealthy gentleman
living to-day in Manchester. So inter-
ested did be become in “Gwendolen,”
that, as the book stated, he offered to
make good her losses if she would cease
play, but was refused. As I have said,
the lady now lives in London on an in-
come of about 81,000 a year, all that is
saved from the wreck. She is 25 years
of age, unmarried, and said to be very
handsome, and what adds interest to the
tale is the fact that she is the grand-
daughter of one of England’s greatest
poets. — Correspondence Cleveland
Leader.
CHICAGO SCALE CO
68 d: 70 W. Monroe St., Chicago, III.
4-ton Hag Seales, $00; old price, $160.
All other elM« »t e great reduction. All Soalee war-
rniUed. Send for Circular and Price-Lint
TOLBOKS OOHPOTHD 07
PURE COD LIVER
OIL AND LIHE.
NEW-YORK
AMERICAN INSTITUTE.
•1875-1876^
'ETTER'l PHILADA
.-I*£.N..;!rRAMKUN INiTITUT
EUlNl — 1874
CeNTETNN IAL . 1070'/ f
PATEMT-QA^EL-CEMENT JAM
lL0B_ GLASS or TIN COVERSamd WIRES? a  .
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Yegetine
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Yegetine
Yegetine
Yegetine
Yegetine
Yegetine
Yegetine
Yegetine
Yegetine
Vegetine
Yegetine
Yegetine
Yegetine
Yegetine
Yegetine
Yegetine
M*- H. R. Bnvna:
wUl ®<*t ohMrfullv add
For I do not think mouth KSfflS
!*' *0/ 1 WM troil.lod ovar thirtyIU Praia©, for I waa troohlodoror thirty
h“cur®dLiaa; ami I S^bink
S^i*i th,t ,h*r* *• •« r>od a
madlclna aa V KOXTtKe. and I alao think
one of the boat madlolm-a that aver waa
_ - , Mns. L O.ORK,
Ooc. Hagazino and Walnut Hta..
Catabrldxa, Mau.
$66
0^0 »iD*r. HOW to MAKE IT. Fnwuthl^'im
COH. rONQL 4 CO.,, SI. Lonit, Mm.$12 °yntfit an.aino.
REVOLVERwxr^;.TO;r.no^r
$40
$868$77*pwo"*v»^ liC/Kg
8b w> $20
/SnaiiatKtfiC. TiMpMhaptaa
Metal Airiec Free
SBEHTS-^ts;,
SvfliaaBsej ~
$6937 Slailn by IT AfTont* InJunTTT wttbUi> Uimwartlclca. bamplva fr«c.AddroM C. if. Alafa/ow, ^  -gr
OPIUM
WATCHKSt A Oraat bonutOO w  ben Mt Ion. MompH3 etfafes A-fS oS-.tt
GIVES
Health, Strength,
and Appetite.
of Vbgktimi roatorad her hoalUi,
itrength and app«tit«.
. N. H. TILDEN,
Inauranc© and RmI Katnt© Ajrent,
I'0- ^  b««ia' Buildlu.
Boaton, Slaw.
cannot as
EXCELLED.
i. iv nTKVENH !
Rhwmaijo Affoctlona. It cannot be ox-
“ * ‘ ‘ orapring©•lied; and aa a blood puritier .
H'^dlcino. It ta the beat thing I have ever
uaed, and 1 have need alronat eyorythini
i can cheerfully recommend it to any
one in ne«J of auch a medicine.
Youra re»p©ctfnlly, .
Mb*. A. A. DINKIfORR,
No. 19 Uuaaell Street
BEOOMMEND H1
HEARTILY.
$250019 w droag, J. Worth 4 t'o.. Sr./xiut.,
lAIANTED-^!^”
mm
I Waal**! Aownln In CmmtY »o eel. »
[ JI©W H«"»**lioTil Article*. Mviid for circular*.
l-. K. Pk<iwk « <•©., 71H Elm Ht., rhiHnnnM. o.|
GENT8“untd u°k r^cu^r* jf tb*
i M©dal. Secnre Urrltorv at ono«. ------
> 11. It. ftHAJFKK At CO., ftt. Louis, Ate*
A KEY THAT
Will WIND AHYWATCl
UfSNTEO ^Lte.*SSKibl7,;,2.%SS5
VW and lamp gooda. No Peddling. Salary UboraL
Bnalnaaa pwaanent Hot©| and trafollmr atp©na©a paUk
Mokitob Qhiag Oo.. 2tt4 Main Hi.. iJiticlnnatl, OMu.
A
CENTS l
mimth. Wink ‘
K.'ll'IUK I.
tlcnlaie free.
Rorra Bouton. Feb. 7. 1870.
MR. Stf.venb:
Dear Sir— I have takan inveral bottlaa
of your VraXTIint and am convinced
of the Syaiam.
I enn iieariHy recommend H to ail auf.
fering from the almv© com plain fa.
Youra re«pectlnily.
b. MUNKOK PARKER,Mub
Athena Street
mparefl by H.Utcras, Boston, Mass.
Yegetine is Sold by All Druggists.
Kansas display of prod acts at Centennial sur-
passed all other Ntates. K ANNAN PACIFIC
ll.W. <'0. offers largest IxKlyof cood lands In
K ANNAN at lowest prices ana best terms.
The Rinderpest,
The prevalence of rinderpest in Ger-
many, and of that malady and the foot
and mouth disease in England, has led
the Treasury Department to issue a cir-
enlar prohibiting the importation of neat
cattle and the hides of neat cattle from
those countries and Belgium, Holland
and Ireland into the United States. It is
suggested by the department, further-
more, that horses, sheep and swine com-
ing from any of the countries named be
examined bv experts, and, if necessary,
quarantined for a reasonable time; to
which it is apprehended importers, ns a
rule, will offer no special objection, as it
is to the interest of all concerned to pre-
vent the spread of this disease in the
United States.
baa no auperior, if «qunl. Let no one neglect the early
ajmntotni of diaease, when an agent is thus at hand
widoh will alleviate all complaint© of the Chert* iSS
or Threat. Manufactured onl» by A. B. WfLBUR
CUuiat, Bobtom. Sold by all amggista. °
' NEW W1LLCOX A GIBBc
MTOHATIC
Latest
Invention, and
producing
most
Marvelous
Results.
Only machine
in the world
with
Automatic
Tension and
Stitch
. Indicator.
of aycry machine.Trad* Haft In base
SILENT SEWING MACHINE.
Send Postal Card for Illustrated Price Lift, 4c.
Willcox & Gibbs S. M. Co.,
f^'or- Bond Bt> MR Biwiadwav. New York.
A Rush to the Black HUH
Reports received in Washington rep-
resent the Black Hills territory as set-
tling up more rapidly than Government
officers had any reason to expect It is
now said by those familiar with the pres-
ent tide of emigration that 50,000 people
will go there this summer, attracted by
i. the late gold discoveries. * ’ *’
one
Fort Kearney line from Sidney, and
or two others will soon be established
from other points. The travel is already
so great that passengers have to engage
their seats at least a week in advance.
Brother Moody has converted a news-
paper reporter in Boston, a man who de-
scribes himself as having led “a wild,
rollicking, blasphemous life.”
- bcgotifnl ever-blooming
Monthly Rose*, pot -grown,
po,^d- °uM varietle* cholca Flower
gent, poet-paid, for 91.
Special Price LUt of YereUble
»eed« Mnl to market gardeners
•nd deolere, on application.
Complete and Elegant Donor 1 n-
UY® Catalocne of Seedn and
«Mta sent on receipt of 2 ct. Btamp.
Addrwg.B. A.BLLIOTT A CO.
114 Market St. Pmouioii, Pa. |
raassaasK
.... . ...... — j»r. .... ......... .
Plenty of Gov't Innda FUFF, for HomestendR.
For copy of “KAM8AN PACIFIC II OM K.
NTFAD," address. La ml Com mltmiomr,
K. P. Jtw., Satina, Kunsas.
RUE’S HANir- CULTIVATOR
A SEED DRILLi ccuj ^ ^
Highert prlie at Centennial for the Be«i Hand Cultivator.
GEO. W. RUE, Hamilton, 0.
Centehi'Sh ibitioN
The Enemy of Disease, the Foe oi
Pain to Man and Beast,
It th* Grand 014
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
KWraw*'
BOQSEY’S
ftooiKV .vnl:, i. Kuri<thS™lK™
bouava both in tbia country and In Rurepe. Every fata-lobe, *, M viwmiivr j •III* II anuiw^* A4VWI| -- -
pAftTKKN OKKtJON LAN 11^.-4100^000*
Lj Arrn». Sii.l rirli, title perfect, vreinr»ren»,c)l-
raeta nn.urpa^. K.ir iule at from SIAOto tlUper
(:*mdar. Map. Ac .ipplf vvk
MARTIN A CO„4iS Front P* SanFuinoifttiu.CiilIfnrni©.
TELEGRAPH s~-SS^
N. W.'tbZIqraPH INBrifuTK,
TP AC -The cbotoeet a tb© wurld-tepertwA-
Prt^I^rgeet Company In AmeSo-
•teple article— pleaaM everj'body-Trad# continually |»
SSswiWsS:
mioo. REWARD. 8100.
Tin* AipUSTACMR iimduci.lon u •month fh«e
Jiy the um of lirKi'a Biara Kluii wltaoel
iujur^, or will forfolt 9l(M. Price by rmi! te
paokace VS ccon, (hr thrwr SO etata.
A. L MMITU k CO.. Ar-U. PalaOwy at.
TKCTH IB MIGHTY!
•t nmt f.i.r, kwkul * w|fs
mmmt
It conUlm nearly 400 fine engravlnga of buUdlng* and
•cenei In the Great Rihlbltion, and la the only authentic
and complete hlatory publiahed. It treat© of the grand
buildings, wonderful exhibit*, ourioiltiei, great event©,
elc. Very cheap, and eelli at light One Agent sold 48
ooplea in one day. Send for our extra term* to Agenti
m t uXl,,‘e wot^ Addreea NATIONALPUBLISHING (,0., Chicago, 111.
f! ATTTTnXT Unreliable and wortlileM book* on
4 Ak/ Jl • the Kxlilhltion are lielng circulated.
l»o not lie deceived. See that the h<*>k you buy contains
918 pages ami nearly 40U tine engravlngi.
FROIT AND JELL! PRESS,
One-thlrd more juice than by the old
:f“U, r Lbuf^*- Ouart and gallon
aitea. Liberal diacount to tiie trade.
tamp,
American Fruit and lelly-Prets Comp'y,
CINCINNATI. OHIO.
Agents Wanted in every Town
and Connty.
CHURCH'S MUSICAL
$20-r.irvisiTOR,
HlTr7cni,'1?^’r of Muale and Mnaical Sto-
Editorially Letten, Leaaoni, etc., etc.
Bllii. Addreei J. C'HUECri dk CO.. Cincinnati. (
ba«. AjniiurVi j atmih » n  , 01 . 0*0
it Premiam Volume*, FHEE to
- • - Vl
•""ir «i P,
ci nati. O.
fifty^Two-
OF THE MOST PROMINENT
mmm if u coom
WILL WRITE FOR THE
Toledo Blade
( Kathy* * Paiter.)
B^eNnaby Lettern are written excluiively for the
ii the oi^Vy f* !>•' *tiM , oifj p* e^iage^^rLea
will torcr (h«* tH’iird to xrow thick and htarw
on the •iniNiihret face (wiitinut injury) in fl
d-y# in every rase, or money cheerfully rv
fiiurt' d. U centa w-rnarka^e. poit|Ml«lt S
A« cento. L. W. JUNKS. AritUnd: Mem
U and 80o. Mch. or $1.10 and $8 a dot. Sent by ntoH
Ike Mommatoil AT*”1 fM«nf .eabecriiifi;i. '*L '7TP ”w The great amily i
book of the year. Meet© a dally bontehnld want. 'TW
author b everywhere known. llli other book* have ha4
. Thl» la . hi.
I'n. Hear '| vaen wiukhM
MmoJ Spnngi ever invented.
No Durahug (ilaim of a rmmim
.radical cme, hui 4 gnaroatw
of . onmforiable, iicare, and
••‘h'aptory afollanoe. Wt
Hill i,ilu 'ji,rh ini f
^
Uupiurn (Ada any n< lAvi«/or wf.LA txIrutMMJUmmAj*
ire mA*. Circular* free.
T»OMRRnYTBi*HW OO . 740 SreMwav. Nb* VM
BUTTER COLOR.
misfit*;
SSSSS*EW*»8vsw
<'i Ttarhrrt, Minirtml
CARPET WARP.
TO THE CONSUMER.
Foahiona.
aa. Addreaa
4th Si, 5. Y.
JONES OF BINGHAMTON,
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.
Iopt.1 ___
STAR, AAA.”
aa««gsg:
direction foruae end arrangement in the eaah.
. .Fur “‘ft Wholes md Lull by_ t sale, _______
Alao.atW BKNJ
each per inaU. . KBKv
Mailed. A liberal dlanoancu e $ n nhu .
profltft 1>'tnfe,tic Sut,P|y w
“ 10-TIMES-10 ” SERIES.
Butler’s Literary Selectlonii~.TI.ree Fam.
Lands for Sate
960, DOOAwiiiSoRlliffist Missouri
fprsisg:
A. L DEANE.
iw Prleon!
Ion tothal
I ConiinlMioner. $9. lndl
MiEIBE BLE CUSS tSEMEmstmt
30,000 Copies Sold in Two Months
MARK TWAIN'S
EKsSS-St
Frcah and
lane, for use
Platfc^ ^ ^riV^d by^SUte'
.. »PART READY.
•SStS^USSiSP^ Cb'"’ ,l> 75 —
J. II. BUTLER 4c CO., Philadelphia, Pa-
PILES !
Dr. Brewn’i Hartal Ointment Buppoaitoriermwgnw,
tweatf
A>Unm SI Grand CU^n! JL
O. N. U.
stsssuvs
_ _ _ _ _
[Official.]
Common Council.
Thursday, April 5, 1877.
The Council met pursuant to adjourn
montnnd was called to order by the Mayor.
Present: Mayor Von Landegond, Aid.
Kanters, Mlnderlmut, Breyman, Dykema,
bcbmld and the Clerk.
By Aid. Dykeiha,
Itoolved, That the Mayor appoint a Com.
of two in connection with tljeOity Qlerk,
and the City Attorney to canvass the votes
t % F m m a', ai.. ia..
H. Wijkhuijsen,
IwmCEIS
Probate Order.
of the annual charter election of the City
of Holland, held on Monday. April 2,
1877, according tdlatv.— Carried.
The Mayor- appointed to act as $uch
cmnmittee, Aid. Kanters and Schmid,
. Oji motion the CountH Wk-'a' 4f«6ees
until 7 o’clock, p. m. this day.
ATt^ recess the roll was culled? and the
Council was called to order by the Mayor*
Present: r Mayor Van Laode^eBtd, Aid.
Kanters. AFat ran, Cropley, Breyman, Dyke-
ma, Schmid and the clerk.
(Aid. Minderhout appearcdaind took hissaat.) ;Y7 h
The Commiiteo appointed to make a
canvass of the votes ciist praPChtfeU? their
report which was adopted and the several
officers declared electeo. fifl | ^ jj O
By Aid. Dykema, i 
liesolml, Whereas the proposition to
raise one thousand dollars for the Hurfpdrt
STATE OP MICHIGAN. County ot Ottawa, in:
At a teMlon of the Probate Court of the Conntv
of Ottawa, holdon at tho Probate Office, in the
iLran^ Ha,LelV; u} 'a,d Coaotr, on Tues-
day the twentieth day of March, hi the year one
thouiaad eight hu».dred and aeveutv-a*ven.--- - ---- ••alt*
Piyaant: Santrat. L. Tat*. Judge of PwW
In the ma«ter of tho estoteTf With
«»f the poor, received the following v«»te:
•00; Against the raising 261.For the raising
On motion the same was declared lost.
Minnies of the previous mooting wort
read und approved.
John A. Roost, City Cta*.
W kdnksday, April 11, 1877.
The Council met pursuant, to the call
of the Mayor. .
Present: Mayor Schaddelee, Aid. Spriet-
s-mia, Van der Veen, Dykema, Schmid,
Hjwgeateger and the Clerk.
Minutes of last meeting were read andRpprdted. . . ."0' '' r ‘ jf!
(Aid. Mafran and DeVries appeared and
»k their seats.)
Offcra bin scrriceB ns such to the public and will
guarantee bin work for moderate charge*, llavlmr
lujen engaged for some time pant for Messrs. Jostln
* nreymnu. hw now started for hinii'eJf In the
Store of Mr. I ALBIBS, at
No. 52, Eighth Street.
Mr. J. Alhem will attend to his Clock aud Jew
elrj- buslnoaa, and Mr. Wijkhuijsen lo the Watcher.
However, each of them will wait on the public in
tl W *4 tw t\f • It >> A t. n » nn. t. .. * >
- --- * -- - -ft,.. • tiviu »« i l I v wu i uu
for sale cheap. ” "“^“t oy offir
CALL & SEE.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 25. 1870.
a H. WlJKHUIJgKN,
J. ALBKW8.
t xi
The Mayor stated the object of the
mj4ting as being called for the purpose of
fixing the amount of bonds tho Marshal
should be required to give as he could not
do hi* duty until they were filed and. ap-
proved. ’ ' ' , , l '.
On motion the regular order of business
was suspended.
Clerk reported the oath of office of the
following officers ns filed; Derk Te Roller,
Supervisor; Hendrik Meengs, Treasurer;
H.'D Post, Justice of the Peace; G. J.
Van Duren and Willem Wakker as School
Inspectors; M. Hoogestcger, Aldcrmnn
4th Ward: John Vaupell, Constable, 1st
Ward; Pieter Koning, Constable 3rd Ward;
A. A. Finch, Constable 4th Ward.
Mayor Schaddelee next appointed the
Miowing standing, committees.
Ways a'id Meant — Cropley, Dykema,
Noogestcger.
J. 0. DOESBURG,
liiB ,ui Am
NO. 70, - ' . ETGHTil STREET.
Drugs,
Medicines,
Paints and Oils
Arc sold ns cheap at this Drug Store ns at any
other. Medicines warranted to he strictly pure.
Trusses,
 Chamois Skins,
Counter, Cloth,
Hair and
Paint Brushes.
Plnci-er. Cornelia Plugger, aod MiuUko ’ V\nwmrm or . Bb *
On rending and ffilng tho pMttlon. duly verified,
of Holltje peJoog. guardian of said estate, pray-
ing that she may he empowered and licensed to
sell certain real estate in said petition described
for tho purposes therein set forth. Thereupon it
Is ordered, that Thursday the Twenty-sixth dav of
April next atone o’clock in the afternoon he’ as-
signed for the hearing of said '‘petition and that
the next of kin of said minora and all other per-
sons Interested iu said estate, are required to ap-
pear at a session of said Court, then to be holden
at the Probate Office, iu Grand Haven. In said
County, and show cause, if anv there be, why the
Prayer of the petitioner should not be’granted-
And It is further ordered, that said petitioner4 • V. .. _ __ __ ___ _ _ 1 __ A _ _ . * % • • •---- - .. ......... M.WV.VM .mbi r u yv iuuua  give
notice to the persons Interested In said estate, of
the pendency of sold petition and the hearing
thereof by causing a topy of tbi# order to be pub-
lished In the "Holland Citt Nkws,” h newspaper
Printed and circulated In said County of Ottawa,
h earin''' ff,Kce,H,vc "'cclc^ previous to said day of
A tnie copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE,
_ Judge of Probate.
To EMPLOYERS.
ES^ If you wish to sec a well assorted stock
of Goods for the Fall and Winter trade, qo
and ctill at the store of
DUTJRSEMA «fc KOPFERS.
ill IlIiK  In. IllllrlllV I . 7
• 33EA3LEPIS IW
Dry Goods, Notions and Trimmings
.3, Famishing Goods, Hats & Caps,
* — Clothing, Groceries,
' ' ' Cvbckerj’-, ' F]oUr & Feed
.00A3IH0 ,.T3 KUubtaueWare, Provisions, etc
RIVER STREET. - - . VIOLEAlSrE, IwriCK
. ^^einntethe.Piiblic to come and examine our stock and
judgeTor themsgkgs. Ourlipe of clothing is very large and
complete ami we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wisn to purchase.
The Farmers in this section, who want experi-
enced hands for stock feeding, wood choppiig, and
general farm work, can be supplied
FREE OF CHARGE.
On applying by letter, or In person to the
Young Men' 8 Christian Associa-
tion Free Employment Bureau,
145 Fifth Avenue, Chicago,
J. M. HITCHCOCK. Sap’t.
Hardware Store
Cor. Eighth and Fieii Streets,
W A3STTEL.
Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
the highest market prices.
Holland, Mich., November 5, 1875.
I
n
LLL
Linry, Sals itijoird Stills,
BAIIX WEST OF CITY HOTEL.
CITY HOTEL,
HOLLAXsTL. I^riCEC.
The Proprietor or.nonncea to the Pubic that no
All the lending Patent Medicines in the market.
A lull Stock of the very best Perfumery sold in
bottle or by measure.
J. 0. DOESBURG.
Holland, Mich., July 29, 1876.
Meat Market,
Jacoh Kuite.
I will pay the highest market
Street* and Bridget— Dykema, Sprietsma, | prices for all meats.
V* rlnaaud De Vries.
Claim and Accounts — Van der Veen,
Dykema nod Cropley.
Parkt and Public Groundt-De Vries,
Matrau and Sprietsema.
/W— Sprietsema, Schmid and Vau der
\ een.
Fire Department-Dykcma, Schmid and
Sprietsema.
r Cdy Library— Matrau, Hoogesteger and
Vuu der Veen.
Public Buildingt and Pwoer/v— Schmid.
Matrau and De Vries.
The Highest market prices
paid for Hides.
I will sell cheaper than any
one in this City.
The undersigned has opened a hardwire store In
the old stand of G. J. liaverkate. where he will
keep constantly on hand a con.plete stock of Gen
eral Hardware, Stoves, Glass, Nails. Farming Im
nlemeuu. Carpenter's Tools and everything 1
belonging to our Hue of business.
else
Tinware very Neatly and
Promptly Repaired.'
(/all and see and give us a share
of your Patronage.
- * uc J uj.riei annou ces 
Fine horses and beautiful carriages, cutters, and PI1VIH ",il be spared by him ,o make
all kinds of vehicles can always be obtained at om F IRST-CLASb in every respect,
stable at reasonable rate*. |
The Rooms are spacious and
well furnished with new and
elegant furniture.
GOOD TURNOUTS GUARANTEED.
GIVE US A TRIAL,
TEAMING DONE ON SHORTNOTICE.• i
E. J. Harrington, Jr.
John Vaupell.
Holland, Dec. 2, 1876. 42-ly
J. FLIEMAH,
MANUFACTURER OF
Top or Open Buggies
Light & Heavy Wagons.
SLEIGHS TRUCKS etc.
J. VANDERVEEN.
Holland, March 10. 1877. 4-fiin
HAREIHGTOFS
New Dry Goods.
Holland. Feb. 14, 1874.
JACOB KUITE.
4b 2-s
Order and Poh'cd— Hoogesteger, Matrau I
and Cropley.
//MttA— Cropley, Schmid and Van der
fPHCEISriX
Planing Mill.
Veen.
City Physician reported for the month
<>f March, as having attended 4 cases.—
Filed.
The following bills were presented for
payment:
G. Van Kerkfoort, keeping fire .............. ju 00
Petition of T. Venhuizen was presented
ottering for $5 to haul the balance of sand
on Hth street in tho different places where
needed.— Referred to Com. on Streets and
Bridges.
On motion the bonds of the several
officers ; were fixed at the following
amounts: Marshal, one thousand dollars,
with t wo sureties. Treasurer, six thousand
dollars, with four sureties. Constables,
five hundred each, with two sureties.
Ou motion the Council took a recess of
15 minutes.
Alter recess the Clerk reported the bond
John Vaupell as City Marshal with H.
^ an der Haar und Jacob Kuite as sureties.
—Approved.
By Aid. Dykema,
fortved, That the City Attorney draw
up an Ordinance amending the present
Ordinance relative to Fire Department so
as to create office of Ass’t. Chief Eng’r of
t ire Department.— Carried.
Council adjourned.
John A. Roost, City Clerk.
In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,
Of the Mott Approved Pattemt;
Ami we are confldenr we can satisfy all whe
want
Planing, Matching,
Or Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE A STEAM
IDHjY ikulu
AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
Wll SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
An Hone t Medicine.
Of all medicines calculated to cure, af-
fections of the throat, chest and lungs we
know of none we can begin to recommend
so highly as Dr. King’s new dicovery for
Cynsjmption, Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Hoarseness, Tickling in the
Throat, loss of voice, &c. It does potUite-
ly cure, and that where everything else has
failed. No medicine can show one half
ho many positive and permanent cures as
have already been wrought by this won-
derful remedy. For the Asthma and
Bronchitis it is a perfect specific curing the
worst cases in the shortest time possible.
We would say by ali means give it a trial.
Three doses will relieve tho worst case.
Trial bottle free. Regular size $1.00. For
sale by Wm. Van Putten and at J. O.
Doesburg, Holland, Mich-
Grace Green wood considers Carl Schurz
an imperial master of the English language.
This may not be exaggerated praise; but
it becomes him to bear in mind, particu-
larly in dealing with the problem of Civil
Service Reform, that no mastery of any
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything In onr line, manufactured on short
uotUe.
Flannels of every descrip-
tion and color very cheap at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
The Choicest Groceries and
a complete stock at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Buttons of every description from the
cheapest to the finest— and many other
fineries, too numerous to mention.
E. J. HABRIXOTOX.
Keady Made Clothing — and
Boots and Shoes at
E.J. HARRINGTON.
Ash way Tweed for suits and bleached
and unbleached muslins, cheaper than ever
E. J. Harrinton.
A new style of Poplins very
cheap at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
H. W. VERHEEK & Co.
4
NOTICE!
I the undersigned having becomesole proprietor
of the furniture house, formerly under the firm
name of
J. M. Reidsema & Son.
Now offers his complete stock of Goods cob
sistlugof
Furniture,
Carnets,
Oil Cloths,
Wall Paper,
Window Shades,
Feathers & Feather Beds,
— AT —
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
SIMON KIEDSEMA.
Hollard, Mich., Oct. 18, 1876.
FOR SALE.
?Fi‘,i.Lot.l^B,0®k8iLot8’ Block 11, Sontta West
Addition $17B each. Lot* M, S. 4, 5 4> fl in Block“ • lAJin I, «f •). O w u lu DIOCK
organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at• -- --- |{ LOU ‘ ' ---
A., Acr.FrnUF.r'^n'^.n,
the following Lot* 9, 10. It, 12. 13. and 14, In Block £rul>e vines, 100 Currant bushes: strawberries:v j k ..... ••• Pears. Apple. Quince. Chesfnnt, Mulberry, AppH-
Glass ware, C rockery, n nsu r pass-
ed at the Cheap Store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Cord-wood & stove-wood
for sale at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Also sole Agent for the
D
idler liro s I
SOUTH BEasra, IlsTID.
This wagon is the best wagon In use In this State,
and the only slope-spoked wagon tnannfac
lured. It Is a better wagon than the Jack-
son Wagon, and I will sell them just as
cheap, and give a written wunanty
for one year. Wagons of my
own manufacture I will
sell for
SIXTY DOLLARS CASH
All Work Warranted.
General Blackainithing done with ncatneo
nad dispatch.
Office on First Floor.
For the convenience of Commercial
Agents a large and well lighted sample
room has been fitted up on the
» ground floor. Livery connect-
ed with the Hotel.
J. W. MINDERHOUT, Prop’r.
MEAT MARKET
— IJST THE —
FIRST WARD.
The undersigned announces to the Public that
they have finiahed their now Meat-Market, and are
(lealiug they feel confident of giving satisfaction t«.
trade 6 * 10 W lo ^“vor lllem "*l11 part of their
Horse Shoeing a Speciality
J. flieman.
Holland. September 1. 1875.
The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haveikat* js
bon s Hardware Store.
W. BUTKAU,
Holland, JutyH, 1ST6. J'
Walsh’s Cough Candy.
MORTGAGE SALE.
T'vEFAULT haring been made In the conditions
l / of a certain mortgage exeented by George P.
Reed and Axnbah Reed, hia wife, to Eli Hartzell,
bearing date the fourth day of June, A. I). 1874, and
recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds for
Ottawa County, State of Michigan, on the tentu
day of June, A. D. 1874, at eight o’clock iu the fore-
noon. in Liber Y of Mortgages, on page 556, through
non-payment of the money seenred to be paid nv
said mortgage, by reason of which the power lo sell
in said mortgage has become operative, on which !
mortgage there is claimed to be due at the date of I
this notice the sum of fourteen hundred and forty-
clsvlln*,.. A #4 Oftl'flVl ft Vwl ft Y O (1 Yl n t I
COUGH
The best COUGH
CANDY in use— For
sale in New York for
the past 30 years, but
new in this Stale.
For Sale by the pound
or ounce.
PLEASANT TO TAKE.
try it.nine dollars and seven cents, and also an attorney -y . TRY IT
fee of twenty-five dollars provided for In said mort- 1 A TVTT^ v T> „
gage; and no suit or proceeding having been insti- Y vt.u. — Dcalerssup
tuted at law to recover the debt now remuiuiugse- m ,
cured by said mortgage or any part thereof: N
Eastern Salt, Lime, Lath and Shingles
and other articles too numerous to mention,
ut the store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
A Good opportunity for a Grist Mill.
Inquire of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
City Lots for Sale Cheap at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
A new lot of Embroidery
and insertion at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
A great variety of new prints— New
Styles of Ginghams, handBome piUternti, at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Lawns in the most beautiful
varteties at
* E. J. Harrington.
FOR BALE.
, . '• ^ J ui l n me mu* « , u,  i  ock
language can overthrow the truth of the J. Lota 2, 4. 5 and ttln Block If. ’ The above will
crusty udage: “Fair words butter no par- ( be ',° d 0D,0*“ CT{:M au^ttP»ym«nta doki>.fiUipS,M M.D. HOWARD. . ..... .. ..(/J.ir. v^uiuw v/iieri iiii,, li limncot. Cherry and Peach trees In bearing.So money required down inquire of„ . „ J. Van LANDEGEND,Holland, April lfi‘
LUIL-tt yj TOMI'l •• I'M! v • A *
tlce Is therefore hcrcuy given, that by virtno of n
power of sale contained 1 11 said mortgage, and pur-
suant to statute in such cose made and provided,
the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sole at
public vendue of the mortgaged premises therein
described, to wit: All the south half of the south
half of the southwest quarter of section thirteen,
town seven north, range fourteen west; also the
northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of sec-
tion twenty-three, town seven north, langetourteen
west, containing eighty acres, same more or less,
according to Government Survey, all being In Ot-
tawa County, Slate of Michigan, nt the front door
of the Conrt House of said Ottawa County, in the
City of Grand Haven In said County. ON TH K
TWENTY-FIFTH DAY OF JUNK, A. D« 1877.
at two o'clock In the afternoon, to pay the sum due
on said mortgage with lutcreut and costs, includ-
ing said attorney fee.
Dated, Gkand Haven. March 80fh. A. D. 1877.
ELI HARTZKLL, Mortgagee.
R. W. Duncan. Attorney.
48— 6nto
plied at wholesale
rules ut the
City Drug Store.
Nathan Kenyon, Banker
HOLLAND, MICH.,
Docs s general Banking, Exchange, and Col-
lection bnsiness. Collections made on all poinis
in the United States and Europe. I’urticularattcnf tlllWI + 11 <1 1 k I I «kal f ( « \ t > tfna.la....• 11 vi»\a 11 1 vi.ii hi « ^ «• 1 1 * 1 la 111 1 (ii 111* 11 mi in 1 u .lion paid to the collections of Banks and Bnnkere
Remittances made on day of payment. All busi-
ness entrusted to me shall have prompt atten-»• »»» 1 I IIMVV/ •••Ikll-
tlon Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
to check nt sight. Foreign exchange boughtVW V.IIV v/re 111 K rill*&
and sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe
sold nt my office.
10b ‘ N. KENYON.
1875. FALL AND WINTER. 1876.
MUlinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.
And a full line in Ladies’ Furnishing Goods,
Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks, and
Cloaking, ’Fall and Winter Shawls,
and all kinds of Gloves.
A lull supply of fall and winter hats
all of the latest styles.
Elegant Dress Goode, Fine Cloaking and
Shawls we make a specialty.
Beautiful Furs, and Fur Cloak trimming, aud a large variety
i of Ornamental Feathers.1 1 A 1 t J 'a .‘ill « iJ’S'HJI X a • i. . » ? . » r** ' • I
Call and Examine. &0 Trouble to Show Goods.
L.'a('.S. VAN DEN BERGE,
r> V • .'.m (A • f tXH
EIGHTH STREET
_ _ __ . . _ _ _ ___ ‘ ____ • ' J, ... .. __ _____ ____ ______ 1 ...... . ...... .. ..... ...... ........
HOEEAHC, 3SAICH
